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ABSTRACT
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD: OFFICER CORPS MILITARY PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, by LCDR Rosemary P. Firestine, 143 pages
Senior USCG leaders consistently recognize significant gaps in officer performance. As a
result, leader sponsored studies have delved into the root causes of these gaps resulting in
recommendations to resolve the concerns. This paper will define the profession of the
United States Coast Guard (USCG) officer corps and the officer military professional
development programs currently in place in the USCG. Through research and a brief
comparison with the U.S. Army officer professional development and education
programs, this paper will also draw attention to the previously identified gaps in officer
performance. These performance gaps were revealed in internal USCG studies including
the Junior Officer Needs Assessment (JONA), the Mid-Grade Officer Leadership Gap
Analysis (MOLGA), and the Strategic Capabilities Study. These studies provided senior
USCG leaders with viable recommendations to improve officer leader development
through a continuum of education. After defining the profession of the USCG officer,
revealing the observed performance gaps, studying theorist’s methods of developing and
refining a profession, recommendations toward improving the USCG officer corps
professional military education protocols conclude the report. The USCG should
implement a robust officer development program that includes leadership principles and
case studies, USCG history, and core courses studying National Security Policy, National
Defense Strategy, and National Maritime Strategies. An officer professional development
program should augment, not replace, the existing advanced education and military
service school participation
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
What makes the Coast Guard unique is that in executing our diverse
missions we harmonize seemingly contradictory mandates. We are charged at
once to be police officers, sailors, warriors, humanitarians, regulators, stewards of
the environment, diplomats, and guardians of the coast. Thus, we are military,
multi-mission, and maritime.
― U.S. Coast Guard, USCG Publication 1

Background
The above statement illustrates that the United States Coast Guard (USCG) is
both a military service and law enforcement agency. This mixture of authorities coupled
with diverse missions, emerging threats, and large magnitude natural disasters are
catalysts when considering the USCG as a profession. The USCG requires an officer
corps well versed and knowledgeable in the organizations broad authorities and
responsibilities. To understand the USCG, this introduction will briefly discuss the
history of the USCG as well as the thesis problem statement, primary and secondary
research questions, scope, limitations, definitions and acronyms.
The USCG has undergone tremendous change since its earliest days as the
Revenue Cutter Service, or the Revenue-Marine. The Revenue Cutter Service was first
established and subsequently transformed as the nation’s priorities changed based on
threats to national security throughout history. The Revenue Cutter Service was
established in 1790 under the purview of the Department of Treasury in order to enforce

1

tariffs on vessels transporting goods to the colonies.1 After the United States territories
grew, maritime transportation shifted from sail to steam bringing new maritime
challenges with it. The USCG was created when the Revenue-Marine and the U.S. LifeSaving Service joined forces in 1915 in order to respond to the new environment.2 The
federal government continued to reshape the USCG’s authorities and responsibilities as
the U.S. Lighthouse Service merged with the USCG in 1939, followed by the Bureau of
Navigation and Bureau of Marine Inspection in 1946.3 In 1967, the USCG was
transferred from the Department of Treasury to the Department of Transportation (DOT)
until 1 March 2003, when the USCG transferred to the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS).4 Throughout these numerous reorganizations and transformations including
increased responsibilities, the one constant that has remained steadfast is that USCG
members serve to protect the Constitution of the United States of America. Laying the
foundation for the profession of the USCG officer corps, Alexander Hamilton, the first
Secretary of Treasury and considered the father of the USCG, advised that ―the officers’
demeanor and behavior be marked with prudence, moderation, and good temper. Upon
these qualities must depend on the success, usefulness and . . . continuance of the

1

Robert F. Bennett, The Coast Guardsman’s Manual, 7th ed. (Annapolis, MD:
Naval Institute Press, 1983), 5-6.
2

United States Coast Guard, ―History,‖ slide 3, http://www.uscg.mil/
history/regulations/uscghistory.ppt#337 (accessed 28 April 2011).
3

Ibid.

4

Ibid.
2

establishment in which they are included . . . that all personnel should take the oath to
support the Constitution of the United States.‖5
Today, as changes continue to occur organizationally, USCG senior leaders focus
on developing professionals at every level of the organization in order to effectively
adjust to emerging threats and continue to operate at a high operations tempo
(OPTEMPO) with success. However, as the USCG transforms, no formal officer military
professional development program exists in order to efficiently maintain the knowledge,
expertise and skills required to keep pace with the changes. Research will illustrate that
despite the numerous and broad changes within the USCG and how the USCG interacts
among the other DHS agencies and DoD services, the officer military professional
education has remained optional for USCG officers.
When the terror attacks occurred in September 2001, the USCG was an agency
within the Department of Transportation (DOT). While the USCG had tactical law
enforcement teams (Taclets), international port security liaison officers (IPSLO) and Port
Security Units (PSU) around the globe, establishing the DHS and transferring the USCG
to this new agency brought a significant change. It changed the emphasis of the
traditional USCG roles from Search and Rescue (SAR) and Maritime Safety to Maritime
Security and National Defense. USCG mission sets have not changed. The USCG has
always been a multi-mission maritime laws enforcement agency and armed service. The
renewed emphasis, however, began to shift budget priorities, personnel assignments and
resource allocation priorities.
5

Donald T. Phillips and James M. Loy, Character in Action: The U.S. Coast
Guard on Leadership (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2003), xi.
3

Along with the shifting management priorities, the culture of the USCG changed
as well. A perceived competitive divide developed between those specialty areas that had
traditionally received the bulk of the USCG operational budget, and those communities
that now receive more substantial allocations. For example, in the past, a large amount of
the budget was distributed to cutters and aircraft. However, since 9-11, the small boat
community and its associated law enforcement capacity has grown significantly. Law
enforcement training and equipment for members has become a focal point. Efforts to
ensure that well trained crews operate from capable platforms have resulted in aggressive
crews operating from high speed boats with extremely powerful engines behind them
requiring significant increase in training requirements. In addition to the adjustment in
funding priorities, the shift from Lieutenant Commander led Groups and Marine Safety
Offices to Sectors under the command of a Captain was designed to consolidate the broad
USCG responsibilities into one command in each major port. Further illustrating the
adjustment, Air Stations became responsible for delivery of law enforcement interdiction
teams to vessels from aircraft and training centers such as the Special Missions Training
Center (SMTC) were established to teach these new law enforcement interdiction skills
and methods.
USCG leadership has altered the way business in the service is completed based
on shifting national priorities, fiscal priorities, and capacities requirements. USCG
responsibilities continue to include partnerships with many local, state and federal
agencies, and the DoD services across a wide spectrum of mission. However, the officer
professional military education program has remained hinged to education received at the
commissioning source and optional courses available to those who apply. Through all of
4

the changes associated with reorganization within the USCG and transferring from one
cabinet level department to another, the USCG officer corps has remained vigilant and
dedicated. Reviewing the leadership competencies and studying whether the officers and
their supervisors think they meet the standard is a noble effort. Individual initiative is a
positive attribute but, it alone will not ensure the officer corps is prepared for the future.
The USCG strongly encourages individual initiative towards education and
professional development. Even at the unit level, the USCG leadership requires review of
Individual Development Plans (IDP) by the command cadre for all E-1s to O-4s. This is
an excellent initiative but with little to no organizational follow-up at the O4 level, there
is a limitation on the progress one can make either on his or her own or at the unit level.
At the organizational level, the USCG needs to develop a continuum of education similar
to that of the USA including the Basic Officer Course, the Captain’s Career Course and
the CGSC Intermediate-Level Education that are linked to both assignment and
promotions. Similar to the USA courses, a USCG program needs to be reinforced in the
USCG Officer Evaluations System, the unit leader development programs, promotion
systems, assignment systems and potentially advanced education systems.
The USA is similar to the USCG, in that, each organization is continually
changing and transforming as the national priorities change. Effectively responding to
emerging threats during periods of increasing OPTEMPO, fluctuating budgets and
reductions in forces is challenging. Institutionalized officer professional military
education is critical at all times, and especially, as the landscape continues to change
requiring adaptation to new threats, technological advances and budgetary constraints.
Congruent with the various national and organizational changes, the USCG needs to
5

continually look towards deliberately developing its officers to think, decide, and lead as
the organization changes in order to remain focused on strategic end states.
USCG Education and Training
The USCG defines education as focusing on skills and knowledge that are broad
based and subject matter driven.6 Conversely, the USCG defines training as focusing on
skills and knowledge that are job-specific and performance-driven.7 Most formal USCG
education and training is focused on technical expertise. On-the-job training (OJT) is
training that is normally conducted at the duty station by unit personnel. OJT provides
unit specific knowledge and skills to improve an individual’s job performance. Even the
most recent officer career guide, while admittedly assignment based, focuses on the
officer’s operational field assignments when considering future assignments.8
Formal service-wide leadership training opportunities reside in a one-week
Leadership and Management School (LAMS) resident training. This one week course is
also available several times a year at various locations across the USCG through ―roadshows.‖ A ―road-show‖ is essentially the instructors deployed to conduct training
regionally for those units whose OPTEMPO precludes its members from attending the
resident course. LAMS is also part of the accession point curriculum. It is an excellent
introduction to leadership and followership. As officers advance through promotions and
6

U.S. Coast Guard, COMDTINST M1500.10C, U.S. Coast Guard Training and
Education Manual (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, May 2009), 1-1.
7

Ibid.

8

U.S. Coast Guard, ―Developing a career as a Coast Guard Officer,‖ June 2007,
http://www.uscg.mil/psc/opm/opmdocs/Developing_a_Career_as_a_CG_Officer.pdf
(accessed 28 April 2011).
6

gain assignment to higher responsibility positions, the LAMS training remains static.
Progression in responsibility warrants training on a commensurate level. Static training
produces static performance. A one week training course does not adequately meet the
needs of the entire organization. Those already selected for cadre positions (Engineer
Petty Officer, Executive Officer, Executive Petty Officer, Officer-in-Charge or
Commanding Officer) have the option of attending a one-week Command Cadre course.
Lieutenant Commanders (O4s) and selected civilian employees may attend the one-week
Senior Leaders Program.
Drawing attention to the fact that these courses are optional is not to say that the
USCG does not value education for its members. The USCG demonstrates a profound
commitment to education and training. This is evidenced in its’ relentless pursuit of
leveraging technology to accomplish Mandated Training (MT), i.e. Substance Abuse
Awareness Training or Civil Rights/Human Relations Awareness Training. Additionally,
the USCG supports more than fifty graduate school programs each year for officers who
apply and are selected. Typically, this competitive process focuses on the officer’s
performance evaluations and college entrance exam scores. The training and education
endeavors are important and cannot be discounted. However, they do not necessarily
expand the military cultural aspect of the USCG profession. A more comprehensive
approach includes augmenting these endeavors with an institutionalized professional
military educational element within the system. This thesis will address the apparent lack
of the USCG officer corps education dedicated to developing officers to be adept in many
areas. Starting with conceiving short and long term organizational strategy, critical
thinking, and understanding the intricacies of how the USCG works within DHS and
7

alongside other federal, state and local government agencies and departments in order to
achieve national strategies.
The importance of ensuring opportunities for self, unit, and organizational leader
growth cannot be understated. One needs to have an understanding of the current USCG
officer systems. This understanding, coupled with a discussion of how other
organizations have responded to organizational professional development concerns, will
provide alternatives to relying on self-initiative and unit level training. Self initiative and
unit level training is inadequately instilling the professional ethic and military culture
within the USCG.
The USCG administers training and education through the USCG Headquarters
Office of Reserve and Leadership (CG-13) which oversees the renowned U.S. Coast
Guard Academy (CGA), the Leadership Development Center (LDC), numerous Training
Centers (TRACENs) and several training teams that underpin unit level training. The
USCG does not have an institutionalized officer professional development program
encompassing officer corps leader development. This study will explore the concept of an
institutionalized program that transcends the various officer specialties and directly
impacts both promotion and assignment opportunities.
While the LDC conducts required entry level leader development training and
entry-level command cadre training, there is no continuum of officer professional
education or training. Not only does the LAMS training not include a progression through
advanced training, but the optional Command Cadre courses are only applicable to those
entering a command cadre position. The Command Cadre course is not required nor

8

offered for all officers. The TRACEN’s are dedicated to mainly specialized training such
as initial entry level and journeyman equivalent programs.
USCG senior leaders recognize gaps exist in officer professional development.
Demonstrating both concern and desire to close the gap, the USCG has conducted several
internal studies pertaining to whether junior and mid-grade officers are meeting the
standards of their supervisors. Surveys indicate junior and mid-grade officers feel they
are obtaining the requisite knowledge to succeed in the USCG. Clearly, the disparity
between how officers assess their performance compared to how their superiors assess
their performance is concerning. The results of the USCG internal studies will illuminate
the gaps and potential methods to minimize the gaps through structured approaches.
Purpose and Problem Statement
The USCG officer professional military education program needs improvement.
In addition to the performance gaps identified in the internal studies, this paper will
consider the perception of an increase in officer misconduct. Recent experience as a
Commanding Officer (CO) of an operational field unit and the opportunity to attend the
U.S. Army (USA) Command and General Staff College (CGSC) have provided the
insight, education and opportunity needed to pursue research to explore whether a
relationship exists between officer misconduct, as well as job performance, and an
education system built upon self-initiative. The budget constraints, personnel shortfalls
and resource gaps may not directly lead to officer misconduct. However, these factors
likely influence focused efforts to establish a more robust professional military education
program that would explore leadership challenges before they occur.

9

The perception that the number of officers removed from command positions
across the USCG due to misconduct has increased definitely fosters the need for a critical
evaluation. An evaluation of how to improve officer educational opportunities. A focused
and systematic officer professional military education program is needed. This program
should include assignment and promotion implications would foster an officer corps of
critical thinkers and politically adept leaders. Leaders who understand how the USCG
interfaces with the larger strategic and operational functions of the National security
picture.
U.S. Army Officer Professional Military Education
A review of USA studies conducted will reveal identified gaps in officer
performance and the USA’s actions to close the gaps. For example, the USA recognized
pattern of officers leaving the service after their five year obligation and an increase in
outsourced military positions to contractors. USA leadership decided to take a close look
at developing their most important resource–their people. For officers, one course
established was the USA Command and General Staff College (CGSC). Today the USA
requires every Major (O4) to attend and complete the intermediate level education as a
condition of promotion and assignment. This program educates field-grade officers in
joint (more than one component in DoD), interagency (DoD, DHS, Department of State)
and multinational operations. The USA CGSC education is one of several career
enhancing leader development courses that the USA administers. USA Basic Officer
Leader Course and the Captain’s Career Course precede CGSC. After CGSC completion,
select officers attend the School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS). These are highly
sought after and rewarding USA programs dedicated to the continuing education of the
10

organizations professional military officer. These are the type of programs the USCG
needs to establish in order to provide a continuum of professional development required
to remain experts in USCG organizational strategic and operational policies.
Research Questions
This thesis focuses on the primary research question: how would the USCG
benefit from an institutionalized officer professional development program? In order to
thoroughly exam and provide evidence to support findings, several secondary research
questions will be pursued. Secondary research questions include: what is the profession
of the USCG Officer? What is the current USCG officer professional military education
regiment? How does the current USCG officer military professional education influence
assignments and promotions? What improvements can be made to the USCG military
professional education program in order to improve USCG officer performance?
Comparatively, how has the USA addressed officer professional military education?
Scope
This paper will only consider the professional military education of the USCG
officer corps. Much is expected of officers of the USCG. The expectations increase as the
OPTEMPO and level of responsibility of the Service increases. Defining the USCG’s
military profession is critical in determining the value of professional military education
and achieving a professional identity. Unofficially defining career progression points as
commissioning, promotion to lieutenant and lieutenant commander, and upon assignment
to a command position based solely on subjective performance evaluations is not
adequate. Instead, official career progression points should be defined by completion of
11

tangible and measurable tasks, such as completion of required internal USCG military
professional education courses, and assignment to command cadre and other positions of
increased responsibility in addition to performance evaluations. Professional military
educational opportunities are critical to developing the future officer corps prepared to
lead the organization through inevitable change and complex environments.
To demonstrate existing programs, this study will use examples of the USA’s
progress toward institutionalizing officer professional development. The USA has
conducted several studies including the U.S. Army Staff College Level Training Study
(Final Report) completed by Colonel Huba Was de Czege in June 1983. While Colonel
Was de Czege’s report is somewhat dated and other studies have taken place since his
report was finalized, it gives validity and context to formal military education including
performance gaps that needed to be addressed at the time of the report. The Colonel Was
de Czege report was a precursor to the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense
Reorganization Act of 1986 as both the report and Goldwater-Nichols Act are products of
an identified performance gap within both the USA and DoD.9
Not unlike the USA, the USCG as a whole is required to meet multiple and
disparate mandates. The USCG members performing these missions must have unity in
purpose and profession. There must be a sense of Coast Guardsman first and specialty
second. The USCG Core Values of Honor, Respect and Devotion to Duty must be the
foundation of all mission sets for all members: military, civilian, and auxiliary. When
considering the wider overarching profession of the DHS, it is clear that the stakes are
9

Huba Wass de Czege, ―Final Report: Army Staff College Level Training Study‖
(Report, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle, PA, 1983).
12

higher. The demographics of its members continue to change and disparity in missionsets grow even vaster. There must be a connection amongst the agencies within DHS that
helps to define the profession. The agencies must be able to work alongside or together
(augmenting or integrating) to include the DoD. All involved must first understand the
organization internally and externally in order to most effective. The educational system
must be able to define, instill, and promote the USCG’s profession. The USCG is the
only military service within the agency. Logically, the DHS and USCG should consider
the benefits of establishing an officer education system modeled after the USA. This
would include the accession point (Service Academy, Officer Candidate School, other
commissioning source), Basic Officer Leader Course, Captain’s Career Course,
Intermediate Level Education, Advanced Operations Course, War College, and
CAPSTONE courses. These USA programs are all officer specific. This paper will
explore the potential benefits and address identified and anecdotal gaps in the current
USCG systems pertaining only to the USCG officer corps.
Augmenting the USCG service wide core values, guardian ethos, mission sets and
the special trust and confidence of the American public will require the USCG would to
define and maintain the profession. This can be done by establishing a formal,
methodical, institutionalized officer professional education system. The USA has
aggressively pursued identifying, defining and codifying the USAs Professional Military
Ethic. This has been done with the understanding that the profession hinges on a
performing and conducting oneself to a certain standard. Countless articles, books, and
papers have been written. Many conferences and symposiums have been held. All in
order to determine the definition of and codifying the profession in order to bring
13

together and recognize its expertise, guiding principles and esprit de corps of the
profession. The USCG has the opportunity to establish a similar path having already
studied the existing gaps in officer performance.
Limitations
This study will not consider the infrastructure of how to institutionalize a formal
leader program in the USCG. Funding, housing classrooms and barracks, developing
curriculum, timing of training and education, and many other factors will undoubtedly
impact any attempt to formalize a step program to institutionalize leader development. By
drawing comparisons to the USA, this study will methodically validate the benefits of
integrating an officer professional military education program with leader development.
There is not enough time in this accelerated program to conduct in-depth surveys.
Completed surveys and studies already and the organizations interpretations of the results
will be studied to draw upon as evidence of positive impacts.
Although there is an abundance of USA professional information available
through open sources, in comparison, there are a limited number of USCG related books
and articles. Further research using official USCG documentation from assignment
panels, promotion boards, special boards and advanced education panels may lend more
accurate and current facts. Information obtained relating to individuals was gathered
through internet searches of open source documents. Further, somewhat dated USCG
information regarding officer pitfalls and reliefs could be more detailed and accurate
through a Freedom of Information Act request or a USCG sponsored research project
where the information would be made more readily available.
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Information pertaining to USCG officer reliefs and misconduct was obtained
through open source media outlets. Complete details of incidents, investigations and
outcomes are not typically forthcoming through the media. As a result, additional
research using official USCG documents would be required if more detailed information
is desired. This study is not specifically reliant on the details of the incidents so much as
recognizing the potential benefits of identifying with a profession and establishing a
formal officer professional military education program.
Lastly, this study pertains to the USCG officer corps professional military
education programs. Although highly important to the USCG, the enlisted, reserve,
civilian, auxiliary and contract workforces are not discussed. This study briefly discusses
literature pertaining to the DHS department level education merely to recognize the
efforts at the department level to determine skill sets and performance desires.
Summary
The USCG is once again at a crossroads of executing operations on a limited
budget with an increased OPTEMPO, and reduced forces. It is imperative that the
profession be defined and codified in order to ensure the men and women of the USCG
officer corps are prepared to face the challenges of the future.
Chapter 2 will consist of an explanation of sources used to identify patterns or
trends, and the general relevance to this study. This review will include limited number of
books, journals, USCG and USA studies and doctrine, magazines (Proceedings), service
newspapers (Navy Times, Army Times), independent articles, and previous studies
including CGSC thesis and monograms. Chapter 3 will describe the methods used to
connect the literature with the research questions in order to completely understand how
15

each source related to the discussion. Chapter 4 will present, interpret, and analyze
evidence produced through the research methods. The impact of the research will become
evident in this chapter. Finally, chapter 5 will explain the importance of this study as well
as present recommendations regarding implications of a USCG officer military
professional education program.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
For over two centuries the U.S. Coast Guard has safeguarded our Nation’s
maritime interests in the heartland, in the ports, at sea, and around the globe. We
protect the maritime economy and the environment, we defend our maritime
borders and we save those in peril. This history has forged our character and
purpose as America’s Maritime Guardian—Always Ready for all hazards and all
threats.
― U.S. Coast Guard, USCG Publication 1

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to provide evidence that the USCG would benefit
from an institutionalized officer military professional development program. The
literature review is used to divulge the documents, theorists, studies and the findings and
recommendations therein to determine similarities, patterns and trends already published
relating to the same or similar topic. Based on assertions and facts found within these
sources, conclusions will be formed.
Background
The USCG has a history of transformation and change in order to preempt, to
respond to and to overcome emerging threats and exploit advances in technology. While
organizationally the USCG continues to operate at very high standards of expertise and
stewardship, senior leaders need to consider an adjustment to the way in which the USCG
trains and educates its officer corps. This paper will discuss USCG officer performance
shortfalls recently observed both anecdotally and through the evaluation and assessment
of various studies and surveys conducted internally.
17

This literature review will include a limited number of books journals, previously
completed internal service studies and surveys, USCG doctrine and policies, USA
doctrine and policies independent articles, magazines (Proceedings), and service
newspapers (Navy Times).
The primary question, ―how would the CG benefit from an institutionalized
professional military education program?‖ may appear to have a simplistic answer. This
paper will delve into why the question and its answers are not simplistic. The fact that the
USCG leadership has conducted two studies to determine leadership and professional
development gaps within the officer corps over the past ten years demonstrates senior
leader concern regarding officer corps professional and leader development.
Additionally, the research will answer secondary research questions including:
what is the profession of the USCG Officer? What is the current USCG officer
professional military education regiment? How does the current USCG officer military
professional education influence assignments and promotions? What improvements can
be made to the USCG military professional education program in order to improve
USCG officer performance? Comparatively, how has the USA addressed officer
professional military education?
Identifying and studying the answers to these questions will help to articulate the
current methods of officer professional development within the UCSG, impacts on the
USCG and how other organizations including military and civilian organizations address
leader development.
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What Constitutes a Profession?
In order to provide a fundamental context for the discussion, the first task is to
validate and to define the profession of the USCG officer corps. This study will consider
several theorists who have contemplated and discussed professions and the professional
person. The theories espoused by Dr. Andrew Abbott, Samuel Huntington, and Don
Snider demonstrate how professionals are developed and maintained, and how they come
together to form a profession. The literature pertaining to the military profession is
extensive. These three theorists were chosen to illustrate the concept of a profession, how
the concept applies to the military officer corps, and the determination of whether the
USCG officer corps meets the established criteria found in the literature.
In The Systems of Professions, Dr. Andrew Abbott discusses professions in what
he refers to as jurisdictions. Abbott discusses the concept of jurisdictions in terms of
expertise, education, processes and ethics, and what ties them together.10 He further
explains that within each profession there must be competition within the jurisdiction
both locally and nationally.11 General themes of professional development include
systems of instruction and training, examinations and prerequisites, a code of ethics, and
a client–professional relationship.12 Much of Abbott’s theory of professions and the
system that ties them together internally and externally centers on medical and legal
professions, however he does discuss the internal competition of the U.S. Army and U.S.
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Navy as their air power capabilities grew. Abbott uses the military example to show the
internal struggles that led to the independence of the U.S. Air Force and the external
expectations of meeting an emerging threat to the national security while maintaining the
character of the profession.13
Another prolific military studies theorist, Samuel P. Huntington, discussed the
unique civil-military relationship the armed services and their civilian supervisors
embody in his book The Soldier and the State. After providing a brief historical account
of the genesis of a professional officer corps through a detailed discussion of Prussian,
French, British, and German systems and the advent of military institutions, Huntington
delved into the defining point of the military profession. Maintaining that the military
officer’s profession is underpinned by his service to a nation, he further connects loyalty
to a single institution, or nation in this case, that is generally accepted as embodying the
authority of the nation.14
Defining the military profession is critical to understanding the civil-military
relationship between the professional officer corps and the civilian supervisors of that
corps. In order to clearly define the military as a profession, Huntington further identifies
the first professionalization of an officer corps as that of Prussia.15 He cites the Prussian
initiative to introduce conscription for its enlisted members, abolish class restrictions to
entry into the officer corps and require a minimum of general education as the earliest
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attempts of professionalization.16 Further development during the 1800s and 1900s
included rank systems, education systems, and methods to obtain a commission through
superior service in the enlisted ranks and entry to military institutions through
competitive examinations.17 Variants of the same systems are used to organize, develop
and maintain today’s U.S. Armed Services, including the USCG.
In the book The Future of the Army Profession, Don Snider draws on some of the
ideas of Huntington’s ideas as he studied the state of the Army profession. Included in
Snider’s study is a great deal of analysis pertaining to the military profession of the early
1990s compared to the present profession. Having completed the first edition during the
late 1990s, in the second edition, Snider discusses the impacts of resource constraints and
declining budgets coupled with the increase in deployments as a catalyst for questioning
what the Army profession is today. Snider draws a clear connection within the Army
Officer Corps as he explains that without the direct connection to service to the nation
and the national populace, the military profession would fail to exist as it does today. 18
Additionally, Snider’s comments illustrate a particular relationship between the
officer and the profession that enables the profession to remain intact. His discussion
centers on whether changes in the environment (e.g. political strategies, technological
advances, national will, and societal influences) affect changes within the officer’s corps
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culture. He concludes that, yes, there is a relationship due to the very definition of the
USA profession’s relationship to serving the American populace.
Interestingly, Snider makes a sharp distinction between the DoD Armed Forces
and what he refers to as an emerging national security profession characterized as ―a
nebulous entity‖ not yet worthy of recognition as a profession in the same sense of the
military profession.19 Snider’s distinction is noteworthy for two reasons. First, the DoD
services seem more likely now than ever before to engage in direct Homeland Security
missions. And, secondly, because the USCG has always been responsible for the security
of the homeland regardless of the DHS establishment in 2003. The nuances of roles,
responsibilities, jurisdiction and authority, however, is precisely why the confusion exists
and gives credence to the establishing an institutionalized USCG officer professional
military education program.
Dr. Abbott, Samuel Huntington, and Don Snider provide a small sampling of
literature dedicated to defining and exploring the military profession and those
professionals within each field. Each author has identified specific factors that
characterize professions. Their commonalities include an education and training system,
rank system, and a client–professional relationship. These factors assist in defining the
USCG officer corps as a professional organization. The next section will specifically
focus on maritime military professional perspectives from the U.S. Navy and USCG.
These leaders provide an internal perspective of the profession and the expectations of
those officers who belong to it.
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U.S. Naval and USCG Leadership Perspectives
Similar to those previously discussed, additional theories and discussions of
leader development are found in Naval Leadership, Voices of Experience, a compilation
of advice, guidance and anecdotal examples illustrating how hundreds of influential US
and foreign Naval officers define good leadership.20 Throughout the book, Naval officers
across a wide spectrum of specialties provide thoughts on leadership and recount
experiences that either validated or made them question their thoughts of Naval
leadership. Discussions pertaining to leadership philosophies or models directly impact
how we think of the military professional. Leadership underpins all professional
development regardless of specialty, field, branch or service. In other words, the line that
separates leadership and professional development is not clear cut. As a result, this study
will focus on the opinions and theories of prolific military officers who have served with
distinction and are considered great leaders and professional military officers.
Former American Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), Admiral Thomas Hayward
conveyed his thoughts on the naval officer’s profession as one that requires the officer to
be responsible for his behavior, his conduct and his work at all times.21 He listed five
critical elements of the profession as: pride, expertise, loyalty to country, pleasure in
work, and self-improvement.22 These traits are further explained as they pertain to how
the officer interacts with his seniors, his peers and his subordinates, his commitment to
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service to his country and his motivation towards continued education. Directly linking
an officer’s conduct to his profession, and therefore service to the Nation, Admiral de
Cazanove commented on an officer’s moral responsibility, in that, ―you cannot live in
two different worlds, but rather must meet the same standards in both your personal and
professional life, for without a high sense of moral responsibility, you will negate
everything you have achieved by your personal example in other areas.‖23
Further discussion of the professional service to the nation is garnered from past
and present USCG leaders such as Admiral James Loy. A glimpse of USCG
professionalism is found in Character in Action, written by Admiral Loy, USCG retired,
who served as USCG Commandant from 1998-2002. Admiral Loy clearly articulates his
belief that the USCG is a profession with a cause and that the professionals that make up
the USCG are stewards of the American citizen’s interests. He further exclaims that the
USCG’s honor is to serve humanity itself.24 These comments, while broadly including
service to all civilization, are echoed daily within the USCG. At all-hands training,
commissioning ceremonies, and other traditional military honors and ceremonies, the
culture and sentiment Admiral Loy conveys in his book are lauded as the backbone of the
USCG. When Admiral Loy, his predecessors and his successors discuss and point
directly to the profession of a Coast Guardsman, individuals exposed to the remarks
determine their own perspective of what a USCG officer embodies based on their
previous training, education and experiences.
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Similarly, when Admiral Robert Papp, Jr, succeeded Admiral Thad Allan as the
24th Commandant of the USCG on 25 May 2010, Admiral Papp made brief remarks as is
customary of the newly appointed Commandant. He spoke of the sacrifices his family
endured over his 35 year career thus far and thanked both his family and the men and
women of the USCG for their sacrifices in order to serve the people of the United States.
With his inspiring words, he admitted that it is challenging to define the profession of
USCG member referred to as ―Coastie‖;
And . . . To my Shipmates . . . Active duty, Civilian, Reserve and Auxiliary (and
the retired versions of all of the foregoing): We are privileged to be members of a
very unique Service that, due to our collection of missions, and legacy agencies,
sometimes defies logic when someone attempts to classify us, or to place a label
on us. As we continue this voyage over the next 4 years, we will be defined by
our missions, people and heritage. We will selflessly serve our country, and
perform our duties in a manner that secures the trust and confidence of mariners
and citizens alike. We will set a course that Steadies the Service, Honors our
Profession, Strengthens our Partnerships, and Respects our Shipmates. So when I
am pressed for an answer by those who try to define, classify, characterize or
label us . . . whenever I’ve been asked to describe what I am, I have always relied
definitively, succinctly, accurately, sincerely and with pride: I . . . am a Coast
Guardsman. . . . We . . . are the men and women of the United States Coast Guard.
So, All ahead standard . . . steady as you go . . . stand a taut watch. Semper
Paratus! Thank you!25
Six months later, the Commandant made his annual remarks to the USCGA Corps of
Cadets on 6 January 2011. In these remarks, Admiral Papp discussed his interpretation of
the Oath of Office, its connection to the Constitution of the United States of America and
a commissioned officer’s relationship to the U.S. Constitution through his Oath of Office.
Further, Admiral Papp impressed upon the future leaders of the USCG that ―these
documents [the U.S. Constitution and Oath of Office] constitute the basic and
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fundamental bond which unites not only the Coast Guard Officer Corps, but the entire
Officer Corps of our Armed Forces.‖26 To conclude his remarks, Admiral Papp
commented ―This is our chosen profession. This is our way. This is what we do. We are
Coast Guardsmen. We are the men and women of the United States Coast Guard. And,
proudly so.‖27 The Commandant stressed the commitment officers must demonstrate in
order to defend the constitution. No doubt, his inspiring words, echoing back to those of
Alexander Hamilton, resonated with the Corps.
Beyond the Naval and USCG senior leadership, some information regarding the
labor of the USCG profession is found in The Coast Guardsman’s Manual. The Coast
Guardsman’s Manual is a tool provided to new members of the USCG including the
officer corps. It provides in-depth information regarding the history, missions,
organization, leadership, discipline and personal standards upheld in the organization.
Chapter 1 begins with history and how the USCG history demonstrates the organizations
desire to fulfill national purposes.28 Further details include how to wear the uniform,
seamanship fundamentals, weapons training, navigation and damage control systems.
Connecting on-duty expectations with the off-duty way of life, Chapter 4 of The
Coast Guardsman’s Manual is dedicated to personal standards. The overarching
message, stated in its introductory paragraph is that the USCG will provide the training
and education necessary to complete assigned military and professional duties. But, it
26
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goes on to say that an individual’s mental and physical conditions are precursors that
enable effective performance.29 While neither the military nor a professional ethic is
discussed, Chapter 4 starts to lay a foundation for taking care of oneself and others across
a broad range of characteristics that all Coasties embarking on their career in the
organization must possess or obtain quickly.
The character of a Coastie at all levels of the organization is critical to the success
of the organization as a whole. As the theorists discuss in their ideologies of what defines
a military officer, the concept is clear. The military officer must be an expert in his field
and must be a person with integrity who is capable of making decisions based on logic
and experience. The military officer must study the history of the organization and of past
leaders and heroes in order to build upon lessons learned and continue to develop the
future leaders of the organization.
Theorists and senior military professionals’ remarks pertaining to the military
profession assist in understanding how the profession developed over time and the factors
required to maintain it. The following section will explore anecdotal information and
internal USCG studies in order to determine shortfalls within the profession.
USCG Officer Misconduct
All Service members will openly confirm that being in the Service is a twentyfour hour a day, seven day a week, three hundred sixty-five day a year commitment.
While many employed members of society are obligated to a forty - sixty hour work
week, shift work, and salary’s dependent on the company profits, military Service
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members have a different connection to their employment. Military members serve to
protect and defend the rights of the Nations citizens. This fact is not specific to
commissioned officers; however, this study will only consider the implications of this
notion as it applies to the officer corps. As conveyed by senior leaders in the previous
section, a very high personal conduct expectation exists for commissioned officers in all
Services. The USCG is no different. Unfortunately, a perceived increase in the number
and egregiousness of recent officer misconduct has manifested in the relief or reprimand
of several senior USCG officers.
A USCG Personnel Command, Officer Assignment road-show presentation in
2005 included slides discussing officer pitfalls and reliefs. Figures 1 through 3 illustrate
an increase in officer pitfall incidents pertaining to both misconduct and professional
competence during the specified time period. While these figures are somewhat outdated,
recent publicized cases of senior officer reliefs indicated further misconduct.

Figure 1. USCG Officer Pitfalls, FY02-FY05
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, Coast Guard Personnel Command, ―Officer Assignment
Roadshow‖ (Arlington, VA: Government Printing Office, 2005).
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Figure 2. USCG Officer Pitfall–Categorical FY05
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, Coast Guard Personnel Command, ―Officer Assignment
Roadshow‖ (Arlington, VA: Government Printing Office, 2005).

Figure 3. USCG Officer Misconduct Related Separations by grade
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, Coast Guard Personnel Command, ―Officer Assignment
Roadshow‖ (Arlington, VA: Government Printing Office, 2005).

The increase in pitfalls from 2002 to 2005 depicted in figures 1 through 3
illustrate that more than thirty percent of the incidents were due to misconduct.
Additionally, twenty percent of misconduct related separations during this time period
29

were O4s, O5s, and O6s. When O3 separations due to misconduct are considered in
addition to O4-O6 separations, the percentage jumps to fifty percent of all officer
separations due to misconduct.
The raw data behind the numbers projected in figures 1 through 3 is not readily
available through open source documentation. This is particularly important due to the
subjectivity of the categories contained in the illustrations. For example, Figure 1 does
not provide a definition of pitfall. It can be surmised that a pitfall is a misstep either in a
professional competence or misconduct realm. Further, Figure 2’s method of categorizing
the pitfall fails to define each category. It is difficult to know for certain if a failure in
performance was defined as merely not meeting the standard expected of the supervisor
(e.g. not qualifying in a timely manner), or if the performance was a more egregious
performance concern. For these reasons, the information is considered anecdotal.
However, the venue at which this information was divulged gives validity to the
information. The take-away from this presentation is that officer reliefs due to
misconduct increased between 2002 and 2005.
Recent media reports indicate the continued trend of officer misconduct at senior
levels of the organization. Gathering data from newspaper and magazine articles provides
additional anecdotal evidence as the misconduct continues to increase in number and
severity. For example, in May 2009, the O6 Commander of a major USCG Sector was
temporarily relieved of command as reported by The Navy Times.30 The article reported
that the captain was charged with 31 different violations of the Uniform Code of Military
30
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Justice (UCMJ).31 Charges ranged from failure to follow orders, lying to investigators,
attempting to defame other Service members while trying to cover up over 13 years of
inappropriate relationships with officer and enlisted women in his charge.32 The captain
was found in violation of the UCMJ at administrative non-judicial punishment
proceedings in July 2010, and in accordance with the pre-trial agreement, he accepted
retirement at the grade of O3 in lieu of courts-martial.33
A second example is the relief of a major USCG cutter Commanding Officer
following his arrest in May 2007 charged with simple assault after arguing with a bar
tender during a port call.34 The O5 Commanding Officer of the medium endurance cutter
was first temporarily relieved and subsequently retired from active duty as validated in
the USCG Register of Officers.35
The very brief examples provided here are just two of several senior officers who
recently retired from active duty after having engaged in misconduct. Other examples
found in media outlets include myriad offenses by senior officers in command positions,
including O5s and O6s, viewing pornographic material on government computer
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systems,36 wrongful use of cocaine,37 domestic violence,38 and inappropriate
relationships.39
The entire story cannot be told through incomplete news articles. Circumstances
and facts surrounding the events and the disposition of charges are not readily apparent in
all cases. Officer misconduct is not the sole factor with potential negative impacts the
status of the profession. A review of internal USCG studies will illuminate the officer
performance trends further and provide attainable recommendations that will be further
reviewed in Chapter 5. The anecdotal information, the internal studies results and the
resulting recommendations will set the conditions and serve as motivation to establish a
continuum of formal officer professional military education.
USCG Internal Studies
The anecdotal information in the previous section focused on recent examples of
officer misconduct. The trend does beg the question of whether increased high risk
operations impact officer’s decisions and the overall workforce climate. However, even
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before the events of 11 September 2011 and the transfer of the USCG to the newly
established DHS in 2003, USCG senior leaders recognized gaps in officer performance
and competence when compared to expectations, and turned to chartered studies to
validate or refute their concerns, identify the specific performance shortfalls and root
causes, and determine a way forward. As a result of the 1996 Workforce Cultural Audit
(WCA), USCG senior leaders published the USCG’s Leadership Development Program
in a Commandant Instruction (COMDTINST) to address the need for improved leader
skills service wide including active duty, reserve force, auxiliary members and civilian
employees.40 In 1996, the Junior Officer Needs Assessment working group was chartered
in order to research and define the baseline of the junior officer’s continuum of
improvement. The Leadership Development Program COMDTINST leading to the JONA
charter identified and explained the USCG’s approach to leadership41 specifically, the
doctrine defined the USCG’s Leadership Program Model touting the unique military and
humanitarian character of the USCG requiring integrity and professional competence
across a wide range of specialties and situations.42 As explained in the COMDTINST, the
USCG Leadership Model is based on the organizations vision, its core values and societal
influences. The organizational vision and expectations led to the development of twentyeight core competencies which provides a framework for all individuals and units as well
40
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as the organization to develop and improve. Individuals are expected to seek education
and training. Unit leadership is expected to provide opportunities for improvement
through Individual Development Plans (IDP), formal and informal mentoring, training
and counseling. Organizationally, senior leaders are expected to put systems in place in
order to continually assess and adjust, when needed, the assignments, training, policy and
education systems.43

Figure 4. USCG Leader Development Model
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, Commandant Instruction 5351.1, Coast Guard Leadership
Development Program (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 12 December
1997), 3.

As is the case with the nature of doctrine, the COMDTINST outlines and defines
a macro perspective of the USCG Leadership Development Program. It clearly defines
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the purpose of the instruction, the substance of the program and expectations of all levels
of Coasties whether active duty, reserve, auxiliary and civilian government employees.
The twenty-one leadership competencies are identified and defined with respect to each
level of the organizations (enlisted, officer, civilian).44 The document illustrates the
crosswalk to leadership tools (e.g. Successful Leader Correspondence Course, Leadership
and Management School, Capstone course, Civilian Employee Orientation Program) with
the appropriate grade (e.g. E5-E6, O1-O3, O7-O10, NF1-NF6).45 While the instructions
lists a total of 147 courses or programs to complete the continuum of development, only
37 were designated as applicable to O1-O10 (active and reserve), of which 24 applied to
junior officers (O1-O4). Of the 24 programs listed as appropriate for O1-O4
development, nine were yet to be developed as of the December 1997 promulgation
date.46 The nine programs determined to require development included the following
programs depicted in table 1.47 Research did not produce evidence that these programs
exist today.
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Table 1.

Undeveloped USCG Officer Leadership Development Tools

Programs Requiring Development
Standardized Accession Point Leadership Training
Ethics in the Military Correspondence Course
First-line Supervisor Correspondence Course (self-study w/case studies)
Leadership Case Study - Individual Program
Leadership Reaction Course (resident, hands-on)
Leadership Seminars
Mid-grade Officer Correspondence Course
Successful Leadership Correspondence Course
Unit leadership Program

Grade Targeted
O1-O4
O3-O4
O2-O3
O1-O3
O1-O3
O2
O4
O3-O4
O1-O4

Source: Created by author. Compiled from U.S. Coast Guard, Commandant Instruction
5351.1, Coast Guard Leadership Development Program (Washington, DC: Government
Printing Officer, 12 December 1997), enclosure 2.

Having laid the foundation of expectations, competencies, and performance gaps,
the Leadership Development Program Commandant Instruction, a precursor to the Junior
Officer Needs Assessment (JONA) study, is discussed. The JONA work group’s task was
to further the research and identify the standards and expectations the USCG applies to
the development of junior officers. Using the Human Performance Technology
methodology, the group identified the desired organizational outcomes, the actual current
state of the organization, gaps between the two, and root causes of the gaps and, finally,
solutions to close the gaps.48
The group collected data using surveys targeting the current junior officer’s
population without regard to accession source (USCG Academy, Officer Candidate
School, and Direct Commission Officer Program) or current assignment (operations,
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administrative, afloat, and ashore) and the officers current supervisors.49 After collecting
data from various sources, including statutory requirements, DoD military services,
industry leading civilian companies, official USCG references, interviews with senior
USCG leaders, surveys and interviews with personnel at all levels of the organization, the
working group identified the factors required in order to make their recommendations.50
As a result of their research, the JONA team developed a list of 150 Knowledge,
Skills, Attitudes and Abilities (KSAA’s) they deemed necessary for junior officer success
based on their research.51
These KSAA’s were the benchmark the junior officer’s performance would be
measured against as the group began to dissect their data.52 As discussed, the team
needed to define the current state of the KSAA’s in order to compare against the desired
organizational outcomes. To obtain this information, the group, again, used survey’s and
interviews of current first-tour junior officers and their supervisors. The group found a
categorical difference between those junior officers who attended the USCGA compared
to the USCG OCS graduates. As a result, they determined three demographic groups to
categorize their results: CGA 0-12 months, OCS/DCO 0-12 months and all accession
sources 12-14 months.53 The USCG assignment policy, at the time, directed two-year
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assignments for junior officers assigned to afloat units, two-year assignments for staff or
administrative positions and three- or four-year assignments for those assigned to
operations ashore positions. Additionally, the assignment policy was that all USCGA
graduates be assigned to afloat positions. OCS graduates had a choice of afloat or ashore,
however, there were limited OCS assignment opportunities to a shipboard position. DCO
accessions were assigned positions within their specialty field (e.g. lawyers to legal
positions). The various tour lengths influenced the thought process behind the 0-12 and
12-24 month study timeframes indicated in the report.
The JONA workgroup identified seven attitudinal gaps between the 0-12 month
CGA graduates actual performance and the desired outcomes.54 The OCS/DCO 0-12
month group was found to have one knowledge gap and three attitudinal gap while the
12-24 month consolidated all commissioning source group was found to have twenty
seven attitudinal gaps.55 Using a scale of one-to-five with one representing a small gap
and five representing a larger gap, the group illustrated the weight of the gap. Attitudinal
performance is that which implies a choice made to either do or not do a task.56
Knowledge is being able to recall the information needed or recalling where the
information needed is located.57 Figure 5 lists the gap identified by the JONA working
group. The numbers associated with each gap are not relevant to the current study. They
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indicate the degree of gap identified and this study is only concerned with the factors
identified as gaps.

Figure 5. USCG Junior Officer Attitudinal and Knowledge Gaps Indentified
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, ―USCG Junior Officer Needs Assessment (JONA)–Final
Report,‖ 20 August 1999, http://www.uscg.mil/leadership/na/jona.pdf (assessed 28 April
2011), 11.
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After identifying shortfalls, the group used the gap analysis to identify the root
causes. This analysis revealed nearly twice as many environmental root causes than
attitudinal root causes.58 With knowledge of the root causes based on their research and
analysis, the JONA work group made 38 recommendations designed to close the gap.
Included in the recommended solutions was continued assessment of junior officer
development with yearly JONA study updates, variants of supervisor training, FLAG
officer (O7-O10) involvement through guidance and direction, more robust mentoring
programs, elimination of or removal of the first O1 Officer Evaluation from the
member’s official record and other in-house recommendations.
Nearly eight years after completion of the JONA study, in July 2007, the USCG
Office of Leadership and Development (CG-133) requested a leadership gap analysis of
mid-grade (O3-O4) officers with the following primary research question of whether the
transition to O4 needs to be facilitated.‖59 The catalyst for the working group originated
in the Commandant’s Leadership Advisory Council (LAC).60 The LAC was presented
with anecdotal situations that brought to question the leadership training, education and
performance of mid-grade officer.61 Although the outcome of the MOLGA study
identified a concern with linking the leadership competencies to specific pay grades, like
the JONA study in 1999. The MOLGA working group determined the foundation of the
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research would remain vested in the USCG’s 28 leadership competencies as defined in
the USCG Leadership Development Program, promulgated in December 1997.62
As in the previous studies conducted, the MOLGA working group used a Human
Performance Technology method to determine the organizations desired outcomes, the
actual performance observed as determined through surveys and interviews, a thorough
review of the annual Organizational Assessment Survey (2006 in this case), and the study
of other services and corporations leadership techniques, training and education programs
in order to arrive at recommended solutions to close the gaps identified.
Strategic thinking, political savvy, human resource management and vision
development and implementation were the four most widely viewed shortfalls.63 Seventypercent of all respondents indicated they are not proficient in understanding the civilian
personnel system.64 Additionally, the working group identified barriers to leader
development including topics such as keeping abreast of national and international
policies and economic, military and social trends.65 Further significant shortfalls
identified included the proficiency in recognizing the political impact of various courses
of action, assessing staff needs based on organizational goals, and using technology to
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enhance decision making.66 Another area of concern documented in the MOLGA study is
characterized as comprehending the political realities that impact the USCG and DHS.67
The MOLGA study offered the respondents an opportunity to make
recommendations regarding solutions. Some of the recommendations included providing
officers more officer training similar to what the USA offers in the USA Officer Basic
and Advanced Courses, and a seminar or performance based qualification with learning
objectives focused on understanding big picture political and strategic methodologies.68
Some also recommend O2s-O4s professional development include the bigger picture of
political, fiscal, and regulatory constraints on the USCG as a whole.69
As the USCG leadership continued to study its internal organization, DHS was
now over two years old. In 2006, Admiral Thad Allen, USCG Commandant, chartered
the USCG and Homeland Security Professional Education and Training (HS-PROFET)
working group in order to assess existing homeland security professional education and
training, to identify shortcomings and opportunities to make better use of existing
programs and to make proposals for both immediate and long term improvements within
the CGs education and training programs.70 This study focuses on the Homeland Security
mission as it pertains to the USCG. As with many USCG programs and studies, this study
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focuses on technical expertise of one mission (HS) instead of taking a broader view to
include a systemic training and education method for all areas of expertise across all
mission sets.
The HS PROFET working group’s problem statement resulted in the
identification of four elements for the USCG to focus improvements: first, existing
Homeland Security training and professional education programs were not methodical
institutionalized programs; second, officers were uneducated in USCG and DHS
organization and functions; third, poor analytical, planning and organizational skills
pertaining to homeland security; and, fourth, modifications to existing programs should
be broad and include interagency, intra-governmental or joint, private sector and
academic homeland security education.71 Having conducted interviews with senior
USCG leaders and researching similar data from other agencies and departments, the
working group determined that the USCG should be the lead agency within DHS to
develop a Homeland Security Professional Development (HS PD) program in order to
further develop a HS career path within the CG and DHS.72
The HS PROFET working group’s report also discussed the programs external to
the USCG related to the Homeland Security specialty. The U.S. Naval Postgraduate
School (NPS) was highlighted as having developed the nation’s first Homeland
Security/Homeland Defense (HS/HD) post graduate program.73 This program is funded
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by grants and has been operating since 2006 with most graduates coming from non-Coast
Guard agencies according to the report.74
Following a discussion of the gaps at each level of the USCG training and
education, officer and enlisted, as it pertains to Homeland Security, the working group
made seven general recommendations and several pay-grade specific recommendations
that would benefit the USCG’s professional development within the Homeland Security
specialty. These recommendations consisted of both short term and long term solutions.
In general terms, the working group recommended a robust system of requirements
including web-based and residence courses, interagency fellows programs and doctrinal
changes requiring certain certifications or qualifications prior to promotion. Of particular
interest is the recommendation to establish a USCG Command and Staff College.75 At the
heart of the training, education and doctrinal changes, the working group recommended
several core competencies directly associated with Homeland Security strategic,
operational and tactical functions to include risk assessment, risk mitigation and
consequence management.76
Further confirmation of concerns with leader development gaps within the USCG
officer corps is evident in the strategic capabilities assessment conducted by Dr. Judith
Youngman, a political science professor at the USCG Academy. Dr. Youngman
completed this study in 2006 regarding the USCG and impacts of change on long term
strategic planning and effectiveness. Comparing the USCG transformations to those of
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the US Army and Canadian Forces, the author determined four impediments that hinder
the USCG from achieving optimal strategic capability.77
The four areas Dr. Youngman discusses as areas to focus on include: leaders
possess competing frameworks for understanding strategic change; stovepipe subcultures within the USCG and associated parochialism; lack of understanding to think
dynamical especially regarding integrated policy, strategies, operational and tactical
planning required within public and military organizations; and, key gaps in officer
development related to systems thinking, operational planning including joint,
interagency and inter-governmental processes and the social-trustee professionalismbased policy and strategic perspectives and civil-military understanding.78
Dr. Youngman concentrated her studies on the USCG Flag Officer (O7 to O10)
and Senior Executive Staff although she did interview key senior enlisted members such
as the Master Chief Petty Officer of the Coast Guard. Resoundingly, senior leaders
discussed the USCG as a culture that is admittedly more prone to action in the moment
instead of planning for current and future operations with strategic intent. Several short
term recommendations include enhance existing programs such as the Flag Conferences,
and one-week long familiarization for O4s and O5s serving in their first USCG
Headquarters staff assignment.
At the department level, the DHS Professional Core Competencies Study was
chartered. The purpose of the DHS Professional Core competencies Study was to
77
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determine the professional core competencies required by all DHS leaders and
Supervisors.79 This research and analysis team consisted of five members of the
Homeland Security Institute research staff. Four of these members have accumulated
more than 127 combined years of service in various capacities within the federal
government and military and all of the team members hold Master’s Degrees in their
specialty area. Central to the theme of this study is determination of core competencies
for those working within the Homeland Security realm in order to codify a common
culture with a shared vision, shared values and traditions.80
The HSI completed a comprehensive report that clearly announced two significant
limitations to the scope of the research and focus. First, the study did not include junior or
non-supervisory positions or positions that are referred to as non-career Senior Executive
Service (SES) positions.81 Second, this study does not identify gaps between core
competencies and training, education and professional development (TEPD) programs. 82
The justification for the limitations involved was directly related to the interpretation of
the charter. Their mission was to identify the core competencies of professionals within
the Department of Homeland Security. Not all employees are finance or intelligence
specialists, therefore, it was determined that the competencies required for finance and
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intelligence, for example, were not broad enough to be specifically oriented to the
profession of homeland security.
The team compartmentalized the organizational core competencies into three
tiers: core competencies that all federal employees must satisfy in accordance with Office
of Personnel Management (OPM) position descriptions, core competencies career
employees must have to satisfy DHS job requirements, and all other HLS competencies
that aren’t tier one or tier two.83 In order to define these tiers in-depth, the researchers
used current OPM competency doctrine for SES employees. Tier two competencies were
also found in OPM documents already in place across the federal government. Tier two is
where specific departmental competencies were required. For example, the Department
of Agriculture has a role in protecting our homeland. However, the Department of
Agriculture has different core competencies than the Department of Homeland Security.
Finally, tier three core competencies, the most elusive to define, were
competencies that did not fit into tier one or tier two. Upon review of all DHS related
competencies, ―the determination to include or not include a competency was based on
research relevant executive and Department strategic guidance and policy documents that
have a direct impact on the roles and responsibilities of all DHS directorates and
components.‖84 Additionally, each core competency identified had to meet a ―knowledge,
skill, ability‖ test. Because the researchers used interviews and surveys to identify the tier
three competencies, much of the data was based on personal experience and current
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knowledge and not on doctrine or policy.85 In order to ensure the information was
appropriately categorized and weighted, each was classified into one of five areas:
Official Materials, DHS Organization and Outside Stakeholders, Other Homeland
Security Knowledge Requirements, Homeland Security Methodologies and Leadership
and Management.86
Based on their research, the HSI team concluded their report with six
recommendations. These recommendations were developed with the thought that all
federal departments and agencies required some homeland security expertise. With that in
mind, the recommendations included: a DHS-wide training, education and professional
development (TEPD) availability database, create objective personnel performance
standards, define a mission and vision for a Homeland Security University, establish
quality homeland security learning partnerships with public and private institutions,
develop and refine DHS orientation and intern programs in order to develop the next
DHS career professionals, and develop a learning and professional development
continuum within DHS.87 Lastly, the team included recommended Tier 1 through Tier 3
core competencies for the HLS professional, which was defined as a career SES
employee of the DHS.
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USCG Strategic Planning Process
In addition to the internal USCG professional development and leader gap studies,
the USCG also engaged in formal and comprehensive strategic planning exercises and
projects. In1998, the USCG contracted the Futures Strategy Group as consultants for the
first iteration of long term strategic planning named Long View Exercise.88 The Futures
Strategy Group developed a series of sixteen scenarios to describe potential future status
of the world. Of the sixteen scenarios, the USCG senior leaders chose five to further
develop. The goal of the exercise was to identify challenges and opportunities as the
world factors changed. While the USCG has a long tradition of being prepared to respond
in the face of all threats and all hazards, the Long View Exercise was the USCG’s
method of anticipating potential future threats through a range of potential world
environments.89
The events of 11 September 2001 validated the USCG’s need to develop long
term strategies designed to respond to emerging threats. As a result, a review of Long
View in 2002, Evergreen 2003 and Evergreen 2007 projects were sanctioned by USCG
senior leaders. Of significant importance is the outcome of the Long View Review
Project in 2002 that clearly questioned why the USCG had not followed through on the
strategies developed in the Long View project. After the Long View review, Evergreen
2003 was sponsored in order to take a second look at the scenarios developed, gain a
better understanding of the world structure in 2003 and look strategically at potential
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future challenges. By doing so the USCG would be better positioned to respond with
appropriate resources and capabilities. After Evergreen 2003 and the USCG’s transfer to
the DHS, Project Horizon brought fifteen government agencies to the table with hopes of
fostering cooperation amongst the federal agencies.90 Finally, Evergreen 2007, aimed at
instilling strategic intent throughout the Service, again revisited the scenario based
strategies.91 Since the first scenario based strategic development sessions of Long View
in 1998, over 400 USCG officers, enlisted, civilian, auxiliary and contractors have
participated in the exercises.92 The most recent Evergreen Exercise resulted in thirteen
core strategies for consideration by the USCG Senior Leaders.
One of the outcomes of over ten years of scenario-based strategic development is
the deliberate focus on strategic intent within the USCG. Five reinforcing principles were
identified as critical to ensuring a culture of thinking with strategic intent summed up as
the Service knows where it is going as well as where it has been.93 The genesis of
strategic thinking in the USCG may not have completely begun with Long View, but
certainly it is undeniable that the cycle of the Evergreen Projects to include Long View
was a catalyst in a new way of USCG thinking and should be implemented within the
USCG training and professional development framework.
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The most recent Evergreen Project, the Evergreen II report, contained several
recommendations pertaining to implementation and embedding strategic intent within the
USCG at all levels of the organization. Among the recommendations, similar to the
previously sited studies, the working group validated the need within the USCG to
develop strategic thinking, leadership among national assets and a culture of jointness.
Differing from the previous studies, the Evergreen Projects did not focus solely on the
mid-grade officer’s development. While the O3s and O4s are a part of the
implementation, the idea with Evergreen recommendations is underpinned by a change in
culture throughout the USCG active duty and reserve officers, enlisted, auxiliary and
civilian to include contract workers.
The USCG and Joint Professional Military Education–An Issue Paper
In November 2009, U.S. Coast Guard Office of Strategic Analysis (CG-0951)
submitted an issue paper entitled, ―Joint Professional Military Education (JPME).‖ This
paper discusses the Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986 requiring JPME and U.S. Code Title
10-Armed Forces; Subtitle A-General Military Law, Part I. Together, the GoldwaterNichols Act and Title 10 require a JPME for officers in the armed forces with ―armed
forces‖ meaning ―Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard.‖94 Despite this
definition, the author redirects the definition as it pertains to the JPME requirement due
to language in U.S. Code Title 10-Armed Forces; Subtitle A-General Military Law, Part
II which discusses the requirements of managing officers specifically trained in joint
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matters.95 The USCG is not included as this article specifically addresses the Secretary of
Defense and Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps officers.96 This Issue Paper seems
to be in response to a direction to determine whether USCG officers attending Senior
Service Schools must first complete the Title 10 required JPME, Phase 1. The author
clearly analyzed this issue in-depth and concluded that Title 10 specifically left the
USCG out of the requirement to attend the JPME courses and designate certain officers
with a joint specialty. The USCG leadership then determined that it is not in the USCGs
best interest to require the JPME, Phase I training for those selected to attend Senior
Service School. There are several reasons listed. Among them are the lack of resources to
send numerous officers to the Phase I training (currently the USCG has nine quotas per
year).97
USCG Officer Education and Training Program
Having discussed the completed studies, applicability of JPME and the strategic
planning projects, this paper continues with a discussion of the current USCG officer
education and training regiment. The USCG Training and Education Program is codified
in the USCG Training and Education Manual, COMDTINST M1500.1C.98 Tables 2 and
3 denote the available advanced education courses to mid-grade officers. Table 4 lists
internal professional development opportunities as well but these programs do not
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necessarily yield a degree upon completion. In addition to the formal advanced education
opportunities, the Training and Education Manual consists mainly of information
pertaining to enlisted specialty schools, internal leadership development opportunities
and the mechanics of oversight of the USCG training and education program.

Table 2.

Available USCG Officer Advanced Education Courses

Source: U.S. Coast Guard, COMDTINST M1500.10C, U.S. Coast Guard Training and
Education Manual (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, May 2009), 10-7
through 10-9.
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Table 3.

Available DoD Intermediate Education, War College and Fellows Programs

Source: U.S. Coast Guard, COMDTINST M1500.10C, U.S. Coast Guard Training and
Education Manual (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, May 2009), 10-17.

Table 4.

Available USCG Officer Professional Development Courses

Source: U.S. Coast Guard, ―Leadership and Professional Development Training,‖
http://www.uscg.mil/leadership/courses/military.asp (accessed 19 February 2011).
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One of the best examples of organizational initiative demonstrating USCG senior
leaders commitment to maintaining the public trust using education as a vehicle to
maintain competence is the 2008 implementation of required professional certifications in
the acquisitions programs.99 This requirement to obtain a certain level of education may
be unprecedented in the USCG. Even the longest standing field, that of the ship captain
does not require a Master’s License to demonstrate competence. This newly established
engineer requirement could be a catalyst to requiring other civilian recognized
certifications or licenses in fields that cross significantly into civilian sector professional
organizations. Still, the USCG engineers are bound by their oath of office to uphold the
USCG core values and live the Guardian Ethos. This is what sets these engineers apart
from their civilian counterparts.
USCG Officer Evaluation, Assignment and Promotion Systems
Given the identified gaps in USCG officer performance and the current education
and training program, this section will discuss the USCG Officer Evaluation, Assignment
and Promotion Systems to determine potential linkage to measuring and monitoring
performance. Analysis of the Officer Evaluation System (OES) in chapter 4 will
demonstrate linkages to the desired and actual performance of mid-level officer to the
studies conducted that identified gaps in officer professional development. The
documents will demonstrate that the evaluation system is based on the officer’s
performance in support of his or her primary and collateral duties during the reporting
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period. Several performance dimensions address the evaluee’s political savvy and USCG
organizational goals.
When considering the officer evaluation system, as well as the assignment and
promotion system, it is crucial to capture the performance standards within the evaluation
report. A comparison between the USA and USCG officer evaluation forms will illustrate
that the evaluation form by itself is not the concern. Chapter 4 will provide a detailed
analysis of officer evaluation forms, officer assignment guides, promotion process
documents.
USCG Graduate School
USCG officers recognize that with the large degree of change internally and
externally, gaps exist. Since 2003, the establishment of the DHS and the USCG’s transfer
to the Department, discussions with the Coast Guard officer corps has elicited the idea of
a Coast Guard Graduate School. Two striking examples validating the need and desire of
a USCG Graduate School are The Coast Guard Needs Its Own Grad School written by
USCG Captain Francis J. Strom in 2006 and Why We Need a Homeland Security
University written by Mr. Michael Doyle, a prior Marine Corps officer and USCG
Lieutenant Commander Greg Stump in 2003.
In The Coast Guard Needs Its Own Grad School, Captain Sturm immediately
directs the reader to the fact that the USCG needs to focus on preparing junior officers for
the responsibilities they will take on as senior leaders. The author further discusses the
growth of the workforce, the increased mission areas and antiquated personnel systems
that reinforce assignment and evaluation policies as impediments to breaking down
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stovepipes and creating an atmosphere not only open to strategic and critical thinking but
demands it.
There is some collaboration among USCG officers but, as Captain Sturm points
out, these opportunities are generally found at Commanding Officer conferences at the
District level. These conferences encourage vertical and horizontal information sharing
but are not events cultivating the next generation of USCG leaders. Community driven
conferences are another opportunity to collaborate with peers. The Afloat or Cutter
Community, the Aviators or the Sector Conferences all have merit for existence. But,
again, these conferences are also designed for information sharing.
Captain Sturm argues that a USCG staff college would assist mid-grade officers
to better understand how the USCG works internally but also how the USCG fits into the
national systems. Specifically, Captain Sturm advocates for a leader philosophy that
understands the military domain, corporate environment and non-governmental
organizations that the USCG is required to work within on a daily basis. A USCG staff
college should not only be a college but also a strategic research and development center.
While the USCG Research and Development Center in Connecticut provides the study of
hardware and equipment advances, Captain Sturm is a strong advocate for a strategic
development center that would consider the many advances and changes in the maritime
environment.
Finally, Captain Sturm discussed the ongoing arguments in favor of Homeland
Security University. However, Sturm warns that the USCG officer corps should first
understand its own internal range of missions and the intricacies of various programs
before embarking on a more complex multi-agency departmental or joint education.
57

While Captain Sturm’s article focused on how the USCG can better prepare the
officer corps for senior leader roles, Mr. Doyle and LCDR Stump focus on the unification
of twenty-two disparate agencies, missions and policies yet totaling 170,000 employees
and a $37 billion annual budget. The USCG Fiscal Year 2012 (FY12) budget request is
$10.7 billion.
U.S. Army Officer Education System
Reviewing the USAs officer professional military education program provides a
strong example of the benefits of an institutionalized officer professional military
development program. The USA has studied its officer professional development needs
and resolutions many times throughout history. One of the most notable studies is the
1983 evaluation of the mid-career training and education needs of the USA officer corps.
Colonel Huba Wass de Czege led the study designed to identify gaps between the
performance expectations of mid-grade Army officers and their training and education.
While the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College was in operation at the time
of Colonel Wass de Czege’s study, senior leadership recognized that the Army needed to
self-assess current practices and curriculum in order to ensure the training was meeting
the desired goals of the Army for the future.
Colonel Wass de Czege’s report is a comprehensive study of the army officer
corps formal education system. This detailed report relied upon previous U.S Army
studies, recent doctrinal changes, foreign army staff college studies, and anecdotal
comments from senior Army officers. They were able to use the reports to identify, to
define, and to provide recommended solutions to the gaps in the training and education of
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mid-level officers.100 Colonel Wass De Czege identified the following as specific factors
causing the identified gaps: increased operations tempo combined with required high
state of readiness, operations increasing in range, scope, complexity requiring increased
coordination, better and quicker decision making, increasingly complex tools such as
weapons systems and hardware required more knowledgeable officers to ensure
efficiency of the systems and tools, less resources required officers to do more with less
while maintaining quality leadership in planning, training, fighting and sustaining, and
rapidly changing technologies both of our own service and the enemy required more
education in theory and principles.101 Throughout his report, Colonel Wass de Czege
clearly illustrated that if society continued to demand more of our military, with less
resources and a more complex landscape, it was critical to provide a commensurate
amount of training and education to those leading our soldiers into battle.102
Since the Command and General Staff College already existed, the Staff College
Training Study concentrated on how to improve the course. The discussion included the
three tiered approach to an Army Officer’s professional education in terms of what the
graduate should be, should know, and should do.
The first tier was the Combined Arms and Services Staff School (CAS3).
According to Colonel Wass de Czege, the CAS3 graduate should be a motivated team
player serving on a battalion brigade, division or installation staff with an understanding
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of the Army missions, his primary branch, and familiarity with other branches and can-do
approach practical everyday problems logically.103
The second tier is the Combined and General Staff Officer Course (CGSOC)
graduate who should be a committed team player on a battalion, brigade, division, and
corps staff but would be most effective on a division staff due to his analytical skills and
logic.104 The CGSOC graduate is more capable and experienced than the CAS3 graduate
and should be able to handle more difficult problems, understand the way the Army
operates and is an expert on combined arms doctrine and how to apply it.105 Additionally,
this officer can easily adapt to and serve on a joint or combined staff having studied in
these areas from a division or corps perspective.
The third tier is the Advanced Military Studies Program (AMSP). A graduate of
the AMSP is first a highly selected member with a great deal of potential.106 Specifically,
this officer is a career minded officer whose attributes of knowledge, adaptability and
flexibility make him or her suited for higher level operational staffs where creative
flexibility for solving complex new problems and problems with change can be
addressed.107
While the U.S. Army had CAS3 and CGSOC several years prior to this report, the
AMSP program was in its pilot year. Colonel Wass de Czege’s recommendations clearly
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conveyed concerns with the duration, focus, and substance of the education as well as
how instructors were selected and regarded by the Army senior leaders. Stating many
contributing factors in addition to the root causes of the gaps provided a full
understanding of the importance of the study. Not the least of which was the changing
and complex environment. In 1983, during the Cold War, Colonel Wass de Czege was
already discussing the need to have an Army run by leaders who can do more with less,
under high risk conditions, and in less time, given a very wide ranging set of possible
missions.108 He discussed technological advances, leadership with a common education
and understanding of the political environment and cultural perspectives as areas
requiring more knowledge on the part of the Army officer corps.109 To emphasize his
points, he compared the U.S. to Israel, Canada, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union.
Respectively, they held courses of 55 weeks, 65 weeks, 100 weeks and 150 weeks of
respectively in order to educate their officers. The U.S., in 1983, held the five-week
CAS3 and 40 week CGSOC course totaling 45 weeks of formal professional
education.110
In 2005, Major Matthew McKinley produced a monograph examining the USA
Officer Education System as part of the overall USA Education System.111 Major
McKinley’s primary focus was the link between the Army’s system and adult education.
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He explains the USA OES system including the Officer Basic Course, Captain Career
Course, and Intermediate Level Education. Major McKinley’s initiatives serve as an
example of the perpetual interest in improving the USAs OES. His study is relevant to the
study of the USCG as it links directly to the benefits of a continuum of learning.
Another study was completed in 2010 by Colonel C. Thomas Climer while he was
attending the U.S. Army War College. Colonel Climer focused on the professionalism of
the U.S. Army Officer Corps. Specifically, Colonel Climer draws from theorists such as
Samuel Huntington and Andrew Abbott to present and define officership as a
profession.112 After establishing this foundation, Colonel Climer expands his discussion
to areas of concern regarding contracting in three critical areas of military education and
doctrine that he views as critical to the profession.
Further solidifying the USAs strong desire to evaluate and improve current
education programs, in 2009, the USA CGSC conducted a survey of ILE graduates who
completed the course of instruction between 2006 and 2009. This study will review the
content of the survey and its results. The USA CGSC ILE Graduate Survey Report stated
that the purpose of the survey was to determine the usefulness of the ILE curriculum and,
also, as a benchmark for future studies. The results of the study will be examined in
chapter 4 of this report.113
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Demonstrating a continuous cycle of a desire for improvement, the USA recently
embarked on a new and broad campaign to study the profession of arms.114 This study is
focused on the USA’s ethic as it pertains to the management of war and the profession of
arms.115 It is in its early stages having been announced to the USA at large in March
2011.116
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to provide evidence that the USCG would benefit
from an institutionalized officer professional military education program. The research
undertaken was exploratory in nature. Using the primary and secondary research
questions as guides, various viewpoints and perspectives were studied to identify factors
relevant to the problem statement, to develop recommendations, and to recommend
future research. The method used to obtain and analyze the information was categorized
into four parts.
First, profession and military profession are defined. Next, having determined the
factors that make up a profession, USCG officer corps performance was measured
against those factors. After defining the profession and determining the status of the
USCG officer corps professional military education system, a comparison was made to
the USA officer education program. That program was explored in order to determine if
the USA officer education system, in part or in whole, could be used as a benchmark to
develop a more robust USCG officer professional military education system. Finally,
justified recommendations to improve the existing structure were developed.
Answering the primary research questions, how would the USCG benefit from an
institutionalized officer professional development program? lead to a thorough
examination of existing literature and provide evidence to support findings. Secondary
research questions include: what is the profession of the USCG Officer? What is the
current USCG officer professional military education regiment? How does the current
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USCG officer military professional education influence assignments and promotions?
What improvements can be made to the USCG military professional education program
in order to improve USCG officer performance? Comparatively, how has the USA
addressed officer professional military education? Chapters 1 and 2 provided required
background information, relevancy and various perspectives pertaining to the study.
Chapter 1 provided an overview of the history of the USCG and the USCG
Education and Training programs. Chapter 2 provided evidence of the USCGs leader
framework and training program. While this study does not review the enlisted programs,
it is clear that the requirements to primarily meet enlisted specialty competencies such as
law enforcement specialist, pollution responder and aviation mechanic are more prevalent
than officer programs.117 Further, the USCG has a robust advanced education program
with more than fifty advanced education opportunities for officers.118 However, the
research shows that the USCG has not established a program designed to develop midlevel officers as staff officers who study and understand national strategies such as
National Defense Strategy, National Homeland Security Strategy, or the fiscal strategies
that transcend the disparate cabinet level government agencies and departments and their
relationship to the USCG. This study considered the framework of the USA’s Officer
Military Professional Development Programs as the status of USCG Officer Military
Professional Development Programs was reviewed. There was no need to review every
USA Officer Education program. The mere fact that USA Officer Professional Military
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Education program exists, why it exists and how the USA benefits from the program is
relevant to this study.
Research Organization
The USCG has a long tradition of service as both a law enforcement agency and a
military service. Defining the profession of the USCG is critical to the success of the
organization and its officer corps. As the organization continues to change to address
emerging threats including the war on terror and major natural disaster, the officer corps
is responsible for ensuring the USCG is organized, equipped and trained to effectively
execute missions independently, in a joint, interagency and international environment,
with other federal, state and local government, non-government agencies and
international partners. This analysis included in-depth research into how a professional
military is defined primarily from the perspective of three expert theorists as well as past
and present recognized USN and USCG leaders.
Once a viable definition of the USCG concept of the professional military was
defined, the research revealed how the USCG achieves results in leader development
using its current USCG officer education practices. Relying primarily on recent internal
USCG studies, surveys, and organizational doctrine, a strong understanding of USCG
officer performance gaps became apparent. In addition to the performance gaps, this
study produced sound recommendations applicable to future USCG officer professional
development. Finally, a review of USA doctrine contributed to a comparison between
how the USA has prioritized and codified their profession through continuous study. The
conclusion provides a selection of realistic recommendations for implementation into the
USCG’s formal officer training and education programs.
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Information Collection
In order to provide topic into context, the research started with defining the
profession. First, understanding whether the USCG is a military profession. This portion
of the research led to the development of rationale supporting why the USCG is a
military profession. Although, some officer positions and responsibilities, such as marine
inspector, may appear to have a greater linkage to private sector professions, this study
will illustrate that all USCG officers are a member of a military profession. While, their
secondary specialty connects them to another professional entity, USCG officers are
commissioned to serve the nation (regulate, protect, enforce) first, and, as a specialist
second. Clear understanding of the foundation of the USCG’s military profession is
essential. Once understood, all other factors build upon that foundation in order to
develop protocols, systems and relationships that will maintain the profession as an
expert body.
To assist in identifying the factors that will help maintain the USCG profession,
the current USCG officer education system was studied to determine where and why
officer performance gaps exist. Documents to support this research were open source
available through the USCG internet and intranet web sites. USCG Commandant
Instructions were used to demonstrate the foundation of the current training programs.
Contrasting and comparing these documents against the internal USCG studies will
illustrate that the officer performance gaps are directly connected to doctrinal gaps such
as the lack of tangible connections between an officer’s level of education and his
assignment and promotion potential.
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Several internal USCG policy and general guidance documents and presentations
were examined in order to provide a window into the current systems and protocols.
These documents include the Officer Career Management Guide, Commandant’s
Direction to Promotion Panels, Commandant’s Guidance to the Commander Assignment
Panel and Captain Assignment Panel, the USCG Register of Officers, the USCG Training
and Education Manual, the USCG Officer Career Guide and Sector Assignment Guide,
an issue paper regarding joint military education, the Officer Candidate School Spindrift,
USCGA Running Lights, the USCG and US Army Officer Evaluation forms.
Limitations of Research
This study is not nearly adequate to discuss all of the elements of establishing an
institutionalized USCG officer professional military education program. Given the
limited duration of this master’s course, this study is strictly limited to the benefits of
establishing an officer professional development education program similar to the USA’s
approach. This study does not discuss or recommend the funding or logistics of
implementing such a program. The fiscal requirements, staffing, curriculum
development, duration, location and timing in an officer’s career are all critical elements
of a professional development program. Further, the USCG’s newly implemented officer
competency codes are not discussed within this study. These factors could be subject of
follow-on research and strategic planning instead of conducting another study to identify
performance gaps and recommendations to take corrective action.
This chapter provided a description of this study’s research methodology. Chapter
4 provides an analysis of the information culled from the literature review. Chapter 5
concludes this study with a summary of the study, recommendations pertaining to
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improving the USCG’s officer professional military development system and
recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH ANALYSIS
What makes the Coast Guard unique is that in executing our diverse
missions. We harmonize seemingly contradictory mandates. We are charged at
once to be police officers, sailors, warriors, humanitarians, regulators, stewards of
the environment, diplomats, and guardians of the coast. Thus, we are military,
multi-mission, and maritime.
― U.S. Coast Guard, Coast Guard Publication 1

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to provide evidence that the USCG would benefit
from an institutionalized officer military professional development program. As
discussed in Chapter 1, the USCG has a long history of adapting and responding to
emerging threats and crisis as a service to the nation. The USCG officer corps is one of
the primary organizations charged with understanding, analyzing and anticipating the
change in the maritime environment. More specifically, the office corps responsibility is
to organize, equip and train the organizations workforce to achieve mission success. This
chapter will draw conclusions from the theorists discussed in chapter 1 to define the
profession of the USCG officer corps. After defining the profession of the USCG officer
corps, a review of chapter 2’s core and supporting documentation including several
internal USCG studies such as Long View, Evergreen, JONA, MOLGA and Preparing
for Tomorrow’s Missions: an Assessment of Strategic Capability in the United States
Coast Guard will demonstrate a trend in the gaps and strengths of the officer corps. This
chapter will consider the similarities and differences in the studies purposes as well as the
recommendations in order to validate the recommendations in chapter 5. Chapter 3
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explained the research design including how information was collected and organized as
well as limitations of information collection.
Again, this chapter will discuss the analysis of the information collected in order
to support and provide evidence that ensure recommendations contained in chapter 5 are
justifiable based on the research.
Defining the Profession
The USCG Officer Career Guidebook asks and answers an important question in
the following statement;
What is an officer? All Coast Guard officers take the same oath every other
military officer and the President of the United States has taken since George
Washington. They swear to affirm: they will uphold the Constitution of the
United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic, and to bear true faith and
allegiance to the same and to discharge well and faithfully the duties of the office
to which appointed without any reservation or purpose of evasion.119
While it is crucial and relevant to recognize the oath of office for all
commissioned officers, these statements only touch on the fundamental building block of
a USCG officer. The following portion of this study will discuss how theorist’s
interpretations of the definition of a profession apply to the USCG officer corps.
Dr. Andrew Abbott’s The System of Professions, An Essay on the Division of
Labor, methodically considers the professions of the world, including the historical
context and elements that must be met in order to be considered a profession. According
to Abbott, a profession’s structure and culture is recognized by society.120 The profession
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is legitimate when it is characterized by having a specific jurisdiction or specialty that it
is uniquely suited to carry out.121 Further understanding the jurisdiction is critical to the
professional-client relationship. Dr. Abbott contends that merely claiming a jurisdiction
does not in itself determine a profession. Rather, the profession must first be made up of
professionals who have expert knowledge in completing the tasks in an ethical way
ensuring that trust from the client is maintained.122 In order to obtain and maintain that
expert knowledge and experience, the profession is typically self-forming, self-regulating
and self-initiating.123 The ethics and culture inculcated through the internal education and
operations foster the client’s trust.124
When applying Dr. Abbott’s theory to the USCG officer corps, the jurisdiction is
the enforcement of federal laws and regulations in the maritime environment as both a
law enforcement agency and military service. As such, the officers of the USCG swear
allegiance to the United States Constitution and are dedicated to service to the people of
the United States with specific focus in the maritime domain. Illustrating both the
jurisdiction and the client, Admiral Thad Allen introduced the Guardian Ethos, Figure 4,
in July 2008 in an attempt to codify the USCG profession and the professional Guardian.
Further solidifying the jurisdiction is the fact that the USCG is the only federal agency
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that is both a military service and a law enforcement agency.125 The Guardian Ethos, he
said, was the contract between the members of the USCG and the nation and its citizens.
By briefly defining the USCG both to its members and to those it serves, Admiral Allan’s
quest was to use the Guardian Ethos, depicted in figure 6, as the vehicle to define the
profession. The officer corps’ responsibility is to ensure the workforce is trained,
equipped and organized to effectively execute the USCG missions.

Figure 6. USCG Guardian Ethos
Source: U.S. Coast Guard ALCOAST 366/08, The Guardian Ethos, http://www.uscg.mil/
announcements/ALCOAST/ACOAST36608.txt (accessed 5 March 2011).

The public sector, or the USCG’s client, expects a safe and secure maritime
environment. Media outlets describe pollution events on navigable waterways, maritime
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incidents such as bridge allisions, and response to mariners in distress as well as the
USCG’s response to these situations. Admiral Loy describes the background to several
maritime incidents and the USCG response to these emergencies in his book Character in
Action. Admiral Loy’s introduction illustrates the broad responsibilities of the USCG as
he lays out a visual of USCG units throughout the US wherever navigable waterways,
bridges, ports, commercial maritime entities such as fishing and shipping and the people
who legitimately use these conveyances or abuse and exploit them.126 Although his
written work is touted as a leadership narrative, Admiral Loy recognized the jurisdiction
of the organization, the client it serves and the culture internal to the USCG. These
factors serve as a basis for understanding the relationship between Abbott’s definition of
a profession and Loy’s validation of the USCG’s profession.127 It is logical, then, to
consider those who are commissioned to organize, train and equip the organization are
the experts who possess a unique understanding of the USCG authorities, capabilities,
and relationships with other federal, state and local organizations.
Admiral Papp’s fiscal year 2012 budget testimony before congress validated the
organizations servitude to the Nation as he described how the USCG’s operating model
served the American people. Simply stated, the USCG maintains a persistent presence in
the inland, coastal and off shore maritime environment, adapts and responds to emerging
threats using broad legal authorities and assets capable of demanding maritime
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operations.128 The Commandant explained that the USCG saves lives, and protects the
Nation’s borders, maritime transportation nodes, natural resources and the environment
providing the Nation a tremendous public service.129 All of which demonstrated both the
professions expert knowledge of the maritime domain and the organizations servitude.
Admiral Allan’s, Admiral Loy’s and Admiral Papp’s comments illustrate the
USCG’s organizational relationship with the public sector. The organizations
professional–client relationship, coupled with the military status of the Service under the
control of civilian supervisors, is the very definition of a professional organization as
described by Dr. Abbott.
Applying Dr. Abbott’s theory to the entire organization is appropriate. However,
this study is focused on the leadership of the USCG and how the professional officer
ensures the profession is legitimately maintained. The foundation of all other aspects of
the officer corps including accessions, assignments, promotions, discipline, education and
training are administered by other officers within the organization. This structure is
typical of a profession and helps to delineate the USCG officer corps as a military
profession with American society as the client.
Samuel Huntington discussed the profession of the military officer in terms of not
only the society that he or she serves but also the mind of the military officer and civilian
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control of the service.130 While Huntington theorizes in detail regarding the military
history of the professional military, he first defines the profession and then discusses how
the military professional effectively works among the civilian politicians.131
As Huntington traced the origins of the military profession, he found there are
five elements required to form the profession which manifests itself through combining
expertise, responsibility and unity.132 These five elements include entry requirements,
advancement opportunities, educational system, military staff system and competence of
the office corps.133 The educational system, staff system and competence are all factors
that are directly supported by a professional military education system focused on
strategic thinking, political savvy, and understanding the connections between and among
local, state and federal agencies. While the USCG has a robust training and education
infrastructure, the studies relating to military science are limited. Huntington’s concept
that military officers learn from experience and, mainly, from the experience of others.
Hence, the military officer studies military history in order to understand national
strategies and how the organization serves the nation most effectively.134 Figure 7 depicts
the USCG Commandant’s expected core competency outcomes service-wide. In order for
the USCG to remain relevant, the USCG officer corps should be able to discuss, critically
analyze, and identify relationships among the competencies. As such, the USCG officer
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corps should study USCG history, learn from others within and outside the organization
and apply critical thinking to achieve success in these areas.

Figure 7. USCG Core Competencies Impacts
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, USCG Commandant Direction–2011 (Washington, DC:
Government Printing Officer, 2011), 11.

To demonstrate how the USCG officer corps measures against Huntington theory
of the professions, these five factors (accessions, advancement, education, military staff,
competence) relating to the USCG officer must be examined. The next three sections will
discuss the USCG officer accession, promotion, assignment, and staff systems as well as
the competence of the corps.
USCG Officer Accessions
There are four USCG officer accession methods. Each accession program has its
advantages and shortfalls. The USCG Academy draws cadets from across the nation to
77

form an elite corps of military students. Officer Candidate School provides opportunities
for enlisted members and college graduates to become USCG officers. The Direct
Commission program garners interested candidates from the Maritime Academy’s as well
as other specialty oriented professions such as law. Finally, the Reserve Officer
Candidate Program provides opportunities for enlisted and civilian college graduates to
join the USCG Reserve Officer Corps. The importance of understanding the genesis of
the officer corps leads directly to the definition of the profession.
The USCG officer corps has a deliberate entrance process that candidates must
meet or exceed to be considered for entrance into the officer corps. USCGA cadets
undergo an extensive four-year educational, social, military and fitness regime before
earning a commission.135 Officer Candidate School applicants must have demonstrated
superior performance as an enlisted member and a predetermined level of education for
selection and complete a 16-week course prior to commissioning.136 Direct Commission
Officers must demonstrate superior academic expertise and undergo an abbreviated in
order to earn a commission.137 Each process, despite a wide variance in duration and
curriculum, is a prerequisite to earning a commission.
Once commissioned, the officer is considered for promotion and assignment by
other officers. Although the organization is a military organization that serves civilian
supervisors, the members of the officer corps are evaluated, assigned and promoted by
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senior officers. Following selection to the next higher grade by a panel of USCG officers,
those officers within the controlled grades, O4 and senior, are confirmed for promotion
by congress. Officers receiving their commission and promoting to O2 and O3 are
approved by the DHS Secretary.
USCG Officer Promotions System
United Stated Code 14 Section 251 requires the Secretary of DHS to convene
promotion selection boards for consideration of USCG officers to the grades of O2
(lieutenant junior grade) through O6 (captain) if there are openings at the higher
subsequent grade.138 When the Secretary convenes a board, the board consists of a
minimum of five USCG officers serving in or above the grade of those subjects of the
board.139 U.S. Code further stipulates that notification of the board convening will be
published and those officers being considered may communicate with the board.140 The
number of officers considered for promotion by the board is determined by the number of
actual and projected vacancies expected over the next twelve months.141 Further study of
14 U.S. Code sections 251- 262 provides statutory requirements for USCG officers
promotion system regarding promotion zones, defining the promotion year, promotion
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eligibility considerations e.g. best qualified means majority of board while fully qualified
means all eligible can be selected, information furnished to the board such as the officers
considered official performance record, selection board results and reports, and rules
surrounding failure of selection for promotion.142 These are the statutory requirements for
USCG officer promotions established by congress. The USCG internal policies establish
the methods in which the USCG executes and administers the promotion board process.
The USCG Personnel Service Center is responsible, among other things, to
administer USCG officer promotions.143 The Officer Personnel Management Division is
made up of Officer Boards, Promotions, and Separations Branch CG PSC (opm-1),
Officer Assignments Branch CG PSC (opm-2), Officer Evaluations Branch CG PSC
(opm-3), and Officer Career Management Branch (opm-4).144 These four branches work
together to ensure the system as a whole considers the appropriate number of officers, in
the proper year group for promotion selection. In general, the (opm-1) staff is responsible
for administering the board process.145 This involves collaboration with all four branches
within the Officer Personnel management Division as well as appropriate USCG
Headquarters Directorates.
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The statutory and policy requirements surrounding USCG officer promotions are
complex and cumbersome. The background staff work required to meet the statutory and
policy direction is extensive in order to ensure a fair and equitable process is completed
prior to each convened board. However, there is no tangible connection between an
officer’s professional development and the officer’s promotion eligibility. Although an
officer with completed advanced education may be competitive for promotion, there is no
requirement to obtain additional training or education in order to be selected for
promotion to the next higher grade as an officer in the USCG.
Each year, the Commandant publishes guidance to selection boards in order to
assist the board members through their review and deliberation process. Commandant
Guidance to Promotion Year 2011 Officer Selection Boards and Panels focused the
board’s attention on the USCG as a vocation and not merely a job.146 Admiral Papp
implored the board members to consider officers for promotion who aspired for higher
responsibility positions such as command and senior staff positions as well as those who
sought and fulfilled positions that broadened their experience.147 The boards were
directed to evaluate the candidates’ performance in fostering a positive work environment
and how they looked out for their seniors, peers and subordinates to ensure they were
well trained and remained healthy.148 Further demonstrating keen insight into the needs
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of a professional expert officer corps, the Commandant guided the boards to consider
internal and external savvy and collaboration experience and potential, those who
demonstrate a strong desire to continue to develop their skills in some areas and hone
their skills in other areas.149 Further direction included specific skills required of O3s and
O4s distinct from those expected of O5s and O6s. Clearly, the Commandant’s
expectation of officers selected for O5 and O6 include established expertise in speaking,
writing, joint and interagency functions and both internal and external relationship
building. Throughout his guidance, the Commandant urged the board members to
consider all of the previously mentioned attributes through a leadership lens.
While it is clear that successful officers seek out education and training
opportunities, there is no requirement to obtain advanced education. Those graduates of
OCS who have not completed their bachelor’s degree are encouraged but not required to
do so. Those who previously earned a bachelor’s degree are encouraged but not required
to obtain a master’s degree. One remark, in particular, relates directly to officer education
and training. In his direction, the Commandant required the board members to consider
officers more competitive for promotion if they had sought and obtained education
through advanced education, certification programs, authorships or participation in
professional organizations.150 As we have seen through evaluation of Abbott’s,
Huntington’s and Snider’s works regarding a professionalism and those professionals that
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belong to it, reaching a certain level of expertise and then maintaining that expertise at a
high level of efficiency is critical to professions endurance and resilience. In today’s
environment of increased operations whether executed in an interagency, joint or single
unit mission, the USCG cannot continue to rely solely on an officer’s desire for
additional education as a method for educating its officers. The officer promotion process
needs to link tangibly with an officers military professional development including the
very topics discussed in the Commandants direction to the most recent promotion year
selection panels. That is, the USCG must develop courses of instruction for officers in
topics the Commandant discussed in his guidance such as the National Homeland
Security Strategy, the National defense Strategy, the National Infrastructure Security
Strategy and the National Intelligence Strategy in order to operate in a joint and
interagency environment.
Today, the USCG officer promotion system is regulated by congressional statutes
and reinforced in USCG policy. An officers documented past performance of duties in
the Officer Evaluation Report is the primary tool used by board members during the
selection process. In order to ensure the USCG is fully prepared to execute USCG
missions in a wide variety of environments, now is the time to develop a tangible and
measurable connection to the officer’s education.
USCG Officer Assignment Process
The USCG Personnel Manual, Commandant Instruction Manual 1000.6A
explains the distribution of officers.151 Although the orders issuing authority, tour length,
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and considerations for assignment are delineated, the process for officers to request
assignments is not discussed. Unofficial assignment guides and official USCG message
traffic provide valuable information regarding career paths, qualifications, certifications,
and experiences best suited for certain specialty areas and assignments. The Officer
Career Development Guidebook, last updated in 1998, contains a great deal of officer
career information including the promotion system, advanced education opportunities,
assignment considerations, evaluations, officer status explanations and leadership
principles.152 This publication, however, is considered a tool to guide officers. It clearly
states it is unofficial and non-directive in nature.153 Officers obtain the most current and
relevant information regarding the assignment process, positions available and Service
priorities through official message traffic released by the USCG Personnel Service Center
(CG-PSC), Officer Personnel Management Division, Officer Assignment Branch (opm2). Generally, the entering arguments for the officer assignment process includes the tour
complete officer’s requested positions as submitted on the e-resume and the vacancies
expected by grade for the assignment year.154
Additional assignment guides include those developed by the officer assignment
staff such as the Sector Assignment Guide, the O5 Assignment Guide and the O6
Assignment Guide. Each of these publications is designed to assist the officer through
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process from crafting a realistic e-resume to understanding the various career paths.155
Figures 9, 10, and 11, are visual representations of a USCG officers career path as he or
she develops through a career path that includes the various potential assignments to a
USCG Sector. Other sources of career path and assignment information is found in
additional program specific guides such as the USCG Commandant’s Director of
Prevention Policy (CG-54) endorsed Prevention Officer Career Guide, the annual
Schedule of Active Duty Promotion List (ADPL) and Inactive Duty Promotion List
(IDPL) Officer Personnel Boards and Panels, and Assignment Officer notes found on the
USCG Portal section administered by the (opm-2) staff.
All of these sources provide information pertaining to officer career paths and
how assignments build upon subsequently on each other in order to develop an officer
through his or her career. Unfortunately, other than competencies and certifications
specific to a specialty, there are no USCG mandated education requirements directly
affecting promotions. For example, a Deck Watch Officer must meet certain criteria in
order to remain assignable to afloat positions. These officers must maintain expertise and
knowledge of navigation and ship handling. Officers seeking an afloat command position
must meet criteria as announced in the current assignment year Schedule of Active Duty
Promotion List (ADPL) and Inactive Duty Promotion List (IDPL) Officer Personnel
Boards and Panels. Figure 8 is an excerpt from the schedule detailing the requirements
established by the Commandant regarding O-3 Afloat Command criteria.
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Figure 8. USCG Afloat Assignment Criteria for O3 Command Positions
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, Commandant Instruction 1401.5AF, Schedule of Active Duty
Promotion List (ADPL) and Inactive Duty Promotion List (IDPL) Officer Personnel
Boards and Panels, http://www.uscg.mil/psc/opm/Opm1/Opm1docs/Boards/
PY11_Docs/PY11%20Schedule%20of%20Officer%20Boards%20and%20Panels.pdf
(accessed 21 April 2011).

In accordance with the schedule, the officer must first request to be considered, or
screened by the panel, in order to be placed in the candidate pool. Once the officer
requests to be screened for afloat command, he or she must then meet the remaining
criteria and earn selection for assignment from the reviewing panel. The assignment
officer then assigns officers to afloat command positions from the list of officers who
successfully screened. After successfully screening for command afloat, the officer
submits an e-resume with his or her choice of cutter. From this point forward in the
assignment process, the assignment officer works to meet USCG service-wide needs,
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program needs and the officer’s desires. Aviation and Sector Command Cadre positions
are vetted through a similar process.

Figure 9. USCG Prevention Assignment Pyramid
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, ―The Sector Officer Assignment Guide,‖ http://www.uscg.
mil/opm/opmdocs/2007_Sector_Assignment_guide_1.pdf (accessed 28 March 2011), 10.
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Figure 10. USCG Response Assignment Pyramid
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, ―The Sector Officer Assignment Guide,‖ http://www.uscg.
mil/ opm/opmdocs/2007_Sector_Assignment_guide_1.pdf (accessed 28 March 2011), 15.

Figure 11. USCG Logistics Assignment Pyramid
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, ―The Sector Officer Assignment Guide,‖ http://www.uscg.
mil/ opm/opmdocs/2007_Sector_Assignment_guide_1.pdf (accessed 28 March 2011), 1.
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Senior LTs and LCDRs are at point in their career when they will be assigned to
District, Area, FORCECOM or HQ staff. Some more specialized officers will be
assigned to specialized support units such as Electronics Support Command. Other will
be assigned to instructor positions or management of instructor positions at training
centers. Regardless of the position, the senior LT and LCDR level is now the level in the
organization where understanding of the USCG integrates, collaborates, supports or
partners with other local, state, federal, international, and private organizations.
The senior LT and LCDR level is also the career decision point for many officers.
Those officers who desire to remain beyond their initial assignments and promotions are
making somewhat of a commitment to a career. The officer career management guide has
information discussing the best ways to remain assignable to desirable positions and is
positions that should influence promotions. However, there are no guarantees that
superior performance in any position will result in a promotion. The nature of the military
service is the ―up or out‖ methodology. There are fewer Captain’s than CDR’s, fewer
CDR’s than LCDR’s, and so on.156 There is no tangible correlation between a position
held and promotion opportunities. It is reasonable to assume that those officers who seek
high levels of responsibility and perform well in the position would be selected for
promotion pending adverse entries in the personnel record.
USCG Military Staff System
The USCG staff and organization system is similar in some respects to the DoD
numbered system. Albeit, the USCG is not nearly the size of any DoD service, the
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general organization is similar as depicted in Figure 10. Huntington discussed the
General Staff in Prussia in 1803 as the genesis for future General Staff’s.157 He further
explained that this staff required technical expertise in the fundamental principles of
military operations and planning.158 The military staff, Huntington stated, uses the
technical knowledge it has in order to manage violence.159 The USCG missions, like the
USA today, do not all pertain to the management of violence. In fact, several missions
reflect a humanitarian characteristic such as Search and Rescue and Maritime Pollution
Response. Nevertheless, the USCG staff’s role is to manage the Service on the strategic
and operational levels of executing missions.
Additionally, the staffs support the tactical units through fiscal, operational,
training, and resource administration and management. One example of many is the
Assistant Commandant for Command, Control, Communications, Computers and
Information Technology (C4IT)/CG-6. This staff must possess a high degree of expert
knowledge in order to design, develop, deploy, and maintain C4&IT solutions for the
entire USCG to enable mission execution and achieve the Coast Guard’s goals of
maritime safety, security, and stewardship.
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Figure 12. USCG Organization Chart - 2009
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, ―About,‖ http://www.uscg.mil/top/about/organization.asp
(accessed 23 April 2011).

The USCG Commandant’s staff is a critical component ensuring the organization
is organized, capable and trained to respond to myriad national and international
incidents that fall within the USCG’s jurisdiction, authorities and responsibilities.
Admittedly, not all of the USCG’s mission sets are related to the management of
violence. The Maritime Law Enforcement functions executed by cutters, air stations and
sectors directly employ the use of force and require legitimate legally binding rules of
engagement due to the potential violence that could be inflicted. The capabilities and
resources these operational assets provide are the most likely allocated to Homeland
Defense missions in support of or alongside DoD capabilities and assets. The staff
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function is responsible for ensuring standardized doctrine, organization, equipment and
training are developed, improved, and implemented Service-wide.
Figure 13, USCG Officer Career Map, depicts both promotion and assignment
timeline. Education is conspicuously missing from the timeline with the exception of a
reference for Senior Service School and Advanced Education deadlines sometime near
selection to Captain and first tour Lieutenant Commander.160 Additionally, the JONA,
MOLGA and Dr. Youngman study focus is depicted using a red star. Although The
USCG Officer Career Development Guidebook was last updated in 1998, it is reasonably
accurate despite variances in the number of officers serving in each grade as stipulated by
Congress, and organizational changes including transfer from the DoT to DHS in 2003.161
Having discussed officer accessions, promotions, the military staff and
assignments, it is now time to discuss the officer competence aspect of the USCG.
Competence is directly related to education, training and experience. In chapters 1 and 2,
the competence of the profession was highlighted as an important ingredient in the
military profession. The next section will discuss the various USCG programs and how
USCG operations are impacted by the success of the current programs.
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Dr. Youngman

(MOLGA)

(JONA)

Figure 13. USCG Officer Career Map
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, The USCG Officer Career Development Guidebook, 2nd ed.
(Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1998), 1-6.
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USCG Officer Competence
Having discussed the accession, promotion, assignment and military staff, this
section will review the competence of the USCG officer corps as the training and
education programs translate into mission execution. As previously mentioned, the
competence of the officer directly impacts the success of the organization. The USCG
officer promotion and assignment processes are based primarily on the observed
performance of the officer. Therefore, the link between the training, education and
experience that influences competence, also influences success.
The internal USCG studies examined in this research were completed over a ten
year period that spanned a critical time in the history of the USCG marked by change and
increased optempo and transformation. These same studies demonstrate that the USCG is
dedicated to its member’s professional development with respect to understanding the
performance gaps and the initiatives to study them. Figure 14 is a comparison of the
significant gaps determined in four of the researched studies included in chapter 2.
Although the JONA study studied junior officer develop specifically while the other three
studied mid- to senior officers performance, there similar factors identified in the studies
pertaining to all levels of the USCG officer corps. Further, the comparison illustrates the
potential education opportunities at each level when considering the officer career map in
figure 13. This section examines the existing USCG officer education and training
system. Understanding the current system is critical to understanding potential causes for
persistent gaps and recommendations to close the gap. As the education systems are
discussed, it’s important to consider whether these programs will assist in closing the
performance gap as identified through numerous internal studies.
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Figure 14. USCG Internal Study–Officer Corps Performance Gap Comparison
Source: Created by author; compiled information from chapter 2, literature review.

There are several ways a USCG officer can engage in educational programs.
These methods include short term training, advanced education, senior service school and
off-duty education.162 Programs are further divided into those that are resident courses
and non-resident courses.163 As discussed in chapter 2, the USCG defines education as
that which focuses on skills and knowledge that are broad based and subject matter
driven whereas training is defined as that which focuses on skills and knowledge that are
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job specific and performance driven.164 Short-term training is used to develop and
improve specific job related skills and knowledge of the entry level position.165 Advanced
education and senior service school are long term programs provided to establish a high
degree of technical and managerial competence at senior level. as well as prepare senior
officers for executive level positions.166 Still other programs available include reliance on
personal initiative using the tuition assistance and other veterans benefit programs.167 Still
other methods, as previously discussed, are found in the internal training regiments
provided by the LDC, and other TRACENs.
Table 5 illustrates the number of advanced education orders issued each year
between 2007 and 2010 assignment years. Despite repeated recommendations to
implement officer professional development programs, the number of advanced
education opportunities has increased from 153 in AY07 to 194 in AY10. Although the
increase of 41 opportunities is a positive, the total number of orders issued increased by
22 percent from 2105 to 2575. Therefore, the percentage of advanced education orders
issued in AY07 was 7.2 percent of all the orders issued. In AY10, only 7.6 percent of all
orders issued were for Advanced Education. One of the most glaring explanations for the
limited percentage increase is that the officer corps itself grew by 5.6 percent from 6206
to 6564. Given a large increase in the number of officers transferring, due in-part to the
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increase in officers service wide, the increase of 41 advanced education orders between
AY07 and AY10 is disproportionate to the small increase in the overall strength of the
officer corps. Figure 15 visually represents all advanced education orders compared with
orders issued to USCG officers to attend service schools between 2007 and 2010.

Table 5.

Comparison of USCG officer transfer orders
Officer Orders Issued

7000
6000
5000
4000
Number of Officers
3000
Adv Ed Orders
Total Orders Issued
Total Officer Corps

2000
1000

Total Officer Corps
Total Orders Issued

0
AY07

Adv Ed Orders

AY08
AY09
AY10

Assignment Year
AY07

AY08

AY09

Adv Ed Orders

154

199

193

AY10
195

Total Orders Issued

2105

2138

2203

2575

Total Officer Corps

6206

6339

6418

6564

Source: Created by author using information compiled from U.S. Coast Guard,
ALCGOFF 048/07 Officer Personnel Management –Assignment Year 2007 (AY07)
Final Report; ALCGOFF 072/09 Officer Assignment Year 2009 (AY09) Final Report;
and, ALCGOFF 064/10 Officer Assignment Year 2010 (AY10) Final Report

The total number of advanced education quotas and orders issued is much larger
than the number of orders specifically issued for military service schools e.g. USA
CGSC. The USCG sends seven to nine officers to the Command and Staff level courses
at the Marine Corps War College, Naval War College, Joint Advanced Warfare School
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and Army CGSC annually168. This equates to approximately four to five percent of all
advanced education orders annually. Additionally, approximately 13, or 6.5 percent of
senior officers in the grades O5 and O6 considered for reassignment are ordered to Senior
Service Schools annually.169

Annual Advanced Education Quotas

4%

6%

Adv Ed Orders
C&S
SSS

90%

Figure 15. USCG Advanced Education Quota Comparison
Source: Created by author using information compiled from U.S. Coast Guard,
ALCGOFF 048/07 Officer Personnel Management–Assignment Year 2007 (AY07) Final
Report; ALCGOFF 072/09 Officer Assignment Year 2009 (AY09) Final Report; and,
ALCGOFF 064/10 Officer Assignment Year 2010 (AY10) Final Report.
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The officer corps training and education directly impacts the level of expertise
that underpins the USCG’s ability to execute missions. The current structured programs,
however, are not adequate to continue to operate on the strategic and operational levels.
Tactically, the USCG embodies the expertise that is expected by the public it serves.
Evidence of the USCG’s success is demonstrated in figure 13 and 14. The USCG
snapshot tells the story of the professionals that make the organization successful. These
figures also allude to the complex environment that the USCG works within in order to
accomplish its missions. The USCG works domestically, internationally and on the high
seas. The organization’s partners include the private sector, local, state, tribal, federal and
international agencies. Yet, there is no officer education program that ensures the officer
corps is knowledgeable in the various facets internal to the organization, or how the
organization’s external relationships are best maintained.
Further, a formal officer professional development program that includes
familiarity with national and organizational strategy, including an understanding of fiscal
policies and priorities, capabilities, assets, and personnel accessions, promotions,
assignments, and education as each relates to the USCGs internal workings and how the
USCG works among its partners. The USCG officer education system meets some of the
requirements to ensure specialists are available to complete specific tasks such as legal
and marine transportation. However, the performance gaps identified in the literature will
not be resolved through the current system.
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Figure 16. USCGs Average Daily Operational Impacts
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, ―About,‖ http://www.uscg.mil/top/about/doc/uscgsnapshot.pdf
(accessed 23 April 2011).
.
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Figure 17. Summary of USCG International Impacts - 2009
Source: U.S. Coast Guard, ―About,‖ http://www.uscg.mil/top/about/doc/uscgsnapshot.pdf
(accessed 23 April 2011).

Figures 16 and 17 illustrate the performance success of the organization.
Measuring individual officer performance, however, is executed through the Officer
Evaluation System (OES). The Officer Evaluation Report (OER) is touted as the most
important document in an officer’s career.170 The rating chain, supervisors of the officer,
subjectively evaluates the officer’s performance over the duration of the reporting period,
and makes promotion and assignment recommendations. Appendix A and D contain the
USCG (O3 and O4) and USA (all) officer evaluation templates. They are provided as
ancillary documentation but are not, themselves, significant to this study.
The reason the OER is considered the most important document in an officer’s
career is because the OER is a record of performance used by selection boards (advanced
170
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education, promotions, and command cadre) and assignment officers when considering
the officer for assignment. A review of Commandant Instruction 1410.2, Documents
Viewed by Coast Guard Officer Promotion and Special Boards provides insight into the
importance of the OER. Specific items that are directed to be viewed and masked from
view are listed in Appendix C. A review of these lists reveals that the OER is the only
document that contains performance of duties information. The Record of Professional
Development, CG-4082, is permitted to be viewed however, it is an optional form the
individual officer may submit. A blank CG-4082 is contained in Appendix C. The form
indicates how it could be used to influence assignments, promotions and advanced
education opportunities but submission is not required. Officers are highly encourage to
complete this form once a year prior to the start of the promotion year whether being
considered for promotion, assignment opportunities or advanced education.
Samuel Huntington’s theory characterizes the military profession as one that
predicated on expertise, responsibility and unity and that these traits are measured
through five elements of the vocation.171 As discussed, the USCG officer corps
demonstrates its expertise, responsibility and unity through its accession, advancement,
education, staff and competence. Unfortunately, the organization is missing a connection
between each of these elements. In order to develop the highest levels of expertise, the
USCG should establish a stronger link between promotions, education, assignments and
competence through an officer professional development program.
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USA Officer Corps Professional Military Education
The USA officer professional military education program is a robust system that
includes deliberate accession and commissioning requirements, educational requirements
for assignment and promotion opportunities.172 Similar to USCG officer accessions, USA
officers are commissioned through the United States Military Academy (USMA) or
Officer Candidate School.173 Unlike the USCG, upon graduation from a USA accession
point, the newly commissioned officers attend the Officer Basic Leader Course.174 As
discussed in Chapter 2, the USA officers are methodically educated based on rank,
position and goals. The USA officer education process and curriculum includes a focus
on studying broad national strategies as well as USA specific organizational goals and
strategies.175 These programs were established and improved after in-depth study of the
USA profession over many years. Figure 18 illustrates the concerns pertaining to USA
officer performance as discussed in chapter 2. The USA officer performance concerns do
not differ greatly from the gaps identified in the USCG officer corps. The USA studies
appear to consider the profession as an entity and how it is performing versus the USCG
studies that delve into what attributes are lacking in the individuals that make up the
officer corps. Both the USA and USCG officer corps serves effectively, however, over
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several years and multiple studies, each has identified performance gaps in need of
improvement. Additionally, each service has responded differently to the
recommendations provided by the working groups or individuals conducting the studies.

Figure 18. USA Internal Study–Officer Performance Gap Comparison
Source: Created by author.

As a result of the USA studies, improvements continue to be considered for their
already existing officer professional development system. The next few paragraphs will
discuss the ILE survey results in order to discern if ILE benefits the USA officer corps
ability to effectively execute missions and manage the service.
As discussed, the USA has a long history of studying its profession and methods
to improve identified gaps. Recently, much debate has taken place regarding the USA
officer corps education process including the Profession of Arms, the Military Ethic and
whether the Army office education programs are meeting the needs of today’s Army. In
2009, the USA CGSC prepared and conducted a survey to include the graduates of CGSC
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between 2006 and 2009. The general opinion of more than 3400 officers that completed
the survey of the 9910 graduates was that the learning objectives were met.176
The officers who completed the course and responded to the survey served in
positions at every level of the organization including joint, coalition, and combined
staffs.177 They served in the continental United States as well as Afghanistan, Iraq,
Kuwait, Asia, Europe and other locations all over the world. This survey, while
completed by only a third of the graduates between 2006 and 2009, clearly illustrates the
value in studying the past and present in order to develop strategies for the future.178
There are dissenting opinions regarding ILE effectiveness and relevance. For example,
some officers constructively criticized the force management portion of the curriculum as
having minor relevance to their branch function.179The USA CGSC curriculum will not
crosswalk in full to meet the needs of USCG. However, a closer look at the overall
system demonstrates how the USA officer corps remains an expert corps. The following
paragraphs provide an overview of the USA CGSC curriculum and the survey results.
The ILE program is a basic foundations course focused on professional military
education and leader development designed for mid-grade officers.180 USA officers
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attend two phases of ILE. The first contains foundational core courses and the second
advanced branch specific training.181 Both phases contain five instructional areas
including tactics, force management, military history, leadership, and joint, interagency,
intergovernmental and multinational courses.182 Appendix D contains detailed
information pertaining to course flow and topics; however, discussion of these courses is
not as relevant to this study as the mere fact that the USA conducts the courses. And, the
course matter relevance to performance of duties.
A summary of the most and least favorable categories according to the survey
results provides a measure of CGSC relevance. The categories students ranked high in
relevance and effectiveness of the CGSC education include: refined critical thinking
skills to solve problems and make decisions, improved ability to analyze impacts of
international security threats, improved understanding of the military–media relationship,
and increased understanding and impact of the joint contemporary environment.183
The survey results concluded that USA officers who completed the course
assessed some portions of the curriculum as ineffective or not relevant.184 Force
management curriculum was cited as not useful and not relevant, whereas a major trend
developed indicating students desired more coursework pertaining to interagency,
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coalition and multinational culture, transformation, emotional intelligence, systems
theory, homeland security, targeting and intelligence preparation of the battlefield.185
The USA CGSC survey results illustrate some of the systems shortfalls and
benefits pertaining to the CGSC curriculum as assessed by recent graduates. However,
the survey also provides a realistic study of the curriculum successes and, as expected,
recommendations of ways to improve the curriculum. Based on the research within this
study, the USA’s dedication and commitment to understanding the relevance of the USA
officer corps is evident. Further, the impact the completion of ILE and AOC makes on
the officer corps assignment and promotion opportunities remains critical to the success
of the organization.
Summary
The literature available shows distinct trends among the theorists as they discuss
the expertise, responsibilities, and relationships that establish and maintain professions.
The USCG fulfills those attributes that theorists, and past and present military leaders
espouse. Through a detailed examination of the USCG officer programs, it is clear that
the USCG senior leaders desire an enduring level of expertise and professionalism. This
high standard, however, cannot be maintained without improving the USCG officer
education system. Chapter 5 provides recommended actions and further research
possibilities.
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CHAPTER 5
RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION
The Army must enhance leader development in order to maintain the
relevance of its; leaders and senior leaders for the contemporary operating
environment (COE) of the 21st Century. The complex contemporary political
stage and operations in support of the Global War on Terrorism have demanded a
different kind of Army strategic leader. These officers must be sound tactical and
operational leaders, be multi-disciplined, and posses superior management,
cultural, and diplomatic skills not typically required of officers in the past.
― Colonel Jessie Farrington, Developing Strategic Leaders

Purpose
The USCG has a long history of timely effective response to a wide variety of
crisis and to routine missions. The USCG officer corps is integral to continuing this
tradition. In order to maintain expertise in a complex environment, USCG senior leaders
must consider improving the USCG officer corps education system. Factors such as
advanced technology, more complex and bureaucratic budget processes as well as the
USCG’s fluctuating budget yield an environment requiring an adept officer corps with an
understanding of the global political environment. This study demonstrated the potential
benefits of an institutionalized USCG officer corps military professional development
program.
Interpretation of Findings
Based on the information contained in the literature review and subsequent
analysis in chapter 4, this study confirmed the USCG would benefit from an
institutionalized officer professional development program. In fact, it is the responsibility
of the organization to ensure its leaders are adequately prepared for the future. The next
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few sections discuss previously recommended initiatives as well as recommendations
from the author.
The USCG officer corps is a professional body with an obligation to the nation to
understand how to best equip, organize and train the organization. In order to fulfill this
obligation, organizationally, the USCG needs to develop a robust officer educational
system that establishes strategic thinking and political savvy as fundamental and cultural
competencies. The concepts of bias towards action and doing more with less are
attributes the USCG relies upon year after year. As a response agency, these elements
prevail many times as operations are executed. Senior leaders recognize that this
translates into completing a large amount of planning, organizing, equipping and training
prior to an incident occurring that requires a response. Often, preparation includes actions
to prevent incidents as well. Improving the existing officer military professional
education programs will serve to enhance the effectiveness of the organization by
enabling a better organized, equipped, and trained organization leaning forward to get the
job done. The Long View and Evergreen Projects attest to senior leader commitment to
preparing the USCG of the future. However, the participation of only of a few select
members is not adequate. The following paragraphs briefly discuss recommendations
found in the USCG internal studies.
The JONA working group provided thirty-eight recommendations to senior
USCG leaders. The first recommendation pertains to development of a continuum of
training focused on interpersonal skills, self-awareness and values.186 Another
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recommendation discussed the benefits of establishing a professional development
program that focuses on a career instead merely focusing on the first tour only.187
The MOLGA working group provided several recommendations to address gaps
identified in mid-level officer performance. These recommendations pertained mainly to
further research as a result of the working groups determination that the USCG twentyeight leadership competencies did not clearly translate to specific performance at a given
paygrade.188 The working group provided a research proposal focused on the transition
between tactical and strategic expertise as it pertains to USCG officer professional
development.189
Dr. Youngman provided numerous recommendations in her study related to
change and strategic intent within the USCG. The most notable recommendations include
enhancing USCG officer participation in DoD service school educational programs,
expand opportunities for assignment to joint positions following completion of joint
professional military education, use the Long View and Evergreen Project models to
enhance officer professional development, and consider a Homeland Security University
or some less resource intensive variation of a university.190
While the officer advanced education programs in place are vital to continuing
effectiveness of the organization, an additional requirement should be established to
provide a baseline continuum of military professional education. All officers should be
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required to read overarching documents such as the USCG Commandant’s State of the
Coast Guard Address, the USCG Annual Budget Request and Justification and the USCG
Annual Posture Statement. Additionally, the DoD Quadrennial Homeland Defense
Strategy and the DHS Quadrennial National Security Strategy are a must read for all
officers regardless of rank. These documents discuss relevant issues to the nation and
strategies to achieve objectives therein. Therefore, they are relevant to how the USCG fits
into the system of federal agencies and armed services. The budget process transcends all
mission areas of the USCG. It is vital that each and every officer of the USCG
understands how the federal budget works, as well as how the DHS facilitates the budget
process.
The role of the USCG officer corps is to lead, organize, train and equip the force.
In order to effectively manage these efforts, officers must be experts in their specialty
area as well as have a clear understanding of USCG roles and missions, and historical CG
lessons learned in order to analyze organizational trends in order to effectively integrate
the USCG into the larger world model.
Once commissioned, individual officers are relied upon heavily to seek an
understanding the past, present and future USCG. Initially, the newly commissioned
Ensign is largely involved in entry level training. As illustrated in this study, the entry
level training an Ensign completes varies depending on the community or career field he
or she is working among. For example, an Ensign who goes directly to aviation training
is required to meet very different benchmarks than is the one who is assigned to a High or
Medium Endurance Cutter with the idea that the officer will continue to build on that
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specialty competence area throughout his or her career.191 As the Ensign progresses and
promotes to Lieutenant Junior Grade, he or she normally becomes more involved at the
unit level as far as planning future. These are the first opportunities for a junior officer to
engage in strategic planning, albeit on the unit level. Given officer assignments, while
varied, are generally two to four years in duration, the opportunity to engage in strategy
sessions are limited. Again, this is acceptable as the newly commissioned officer is
inundated with earning qualifications and certifications. But, there should be some
exposure and discussions surrounding organizational vision, and leading the organization
through strategic analysis and deliberate action.
As the Lieutenant Junior Grade becomes confident and assumes a mentor and
trainer role for newly commissioned Ensigns, he or she must demonstrate the ability to
address unit and organizational needs. It is important to keep in mind that in USCG
LTJGs can serve as Commanding Officers. These positions are by selection by senior
officers and require a high degree of demonstrated judgment. The selection process is
based on a subjective review of the officers record of performance. Along with observed
and documented performance, the selection process should link directly to professional
education. As the officer progresses through his or her career, tangible career progression
points should be required in order to move to the next level of the organization.
As the Lieutenant’s responsibility continues to increase, officers in the Prevention
community are charged with understanding the intricacies of state and local regulatory
191
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elements of vessels and facilities while officers in the Response community direct
responses to Search and Rescue and Maritime Law enforcement operations such as
migrant interdiction or drug interdiction operations. Still those officers residing in the
logistics community are vital to the success of operations as they coordinate and facilitate
the budget, engineering (civil, facility and naval). There is no foundational training
regiment subsequent to the commissioning source providing a fundamental level of
education as the officers progress through their careers.
A similar path is taken through the Lieutenant Commander, Commander and
Captain ranks. Each officer is encouraged to seek educational opportunities to both
broaden their knowledge and skills, and to remain expert specialists. However, there is no
course of instruction to ensure emerging doctrine, strategies and tactics reach each and
every officer.
The recommendations provided by several internal working groups over the past
ten years remain viable today. The Long View and Evergreen Projects need to be
expanded to a greater number, if not all, officers. These types of professional
development tools implemented in an institutionalized officer military professional
development program will serve the organization by ensuring its leaders are adept to
critical thinking and decision making.
Recommended Changes
The USCG officer corps is managed and governed with existing accession,
assignment, and performance and promotion systems. The underlying commonality of
these systems, however, is subjectivity. These systems have proven to work as thousands
of officers have been accessed, assigned, evaluated and promoted throughout history.
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However, as theorists and military senior leaders have astutely pointed out, in order to
maintain expertise, officers must study their organization and nation’s history, and must
be committed to the client–professional relationship. The USCG’s can no longer afford to
rely on the initiative of its officer corps to educate itself. The complex operational
environment demands more. USCG officer professional development should be pursued
through courses of study developed, coordinated and instructed by USCG leaders. These
courses should augment the current educational systems by providing a continuum of
education starting with initial training followed by a mid-level officer course, and a
senior officer course.
Assignments, particularly command and high profile positions, should be
predicated on observed, documented performance as well as completed USCG officer
professional development courses. Senior USCG leaders should charge the Leadership
Development Center with reviewing the studies previously identifying officer
performance gaps and developing a viable curriculum focused closing the gaps at the
junior officer, and mid-grade officer levels.
The Record of Professional Development, CG-4082, should be required as a
supplemental document on the same schedule as the OER. USCG leaders at all levels
should be required to report their education and training accomplishments including
articles written and published, books read, and certificates obtained. Submitting this form
with the OER would serve as a tool for assignment officers, selection boards and unit
leader development.
Finally, the changes in the education process and assignment policy discussed
throughout this study would naturally enhance the USCG officer promotion system
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through the requirements of completing certain USCG officer professional education
courses and an annual CG-4082 submission.
Recommendations for Further Study
The USA provides one example of an institutionalized education system. The
officer professional development programs represent a continuum and enduring process
developed, studied and implemented in order to maintain the culture and expertise of the
USA officer corps. There are many other organizations worth studying in order to
ascertain how they overcame resource constraints and what benefits were derived from
their programs. For example, study of the U.S. Navy, U.S. Marines and U.S. Air Force
officer professional development programs may produce alternatives useful to the USCG.
The size, mission and cultural impacts of these organizations could produce various
solutions and challenges of an institutionalized officer professional development
program.
Study of the Customs and Boarder Protection (CBP) education and training
program is a viable comparison as both a sister agency within DHS and an agency with
similar training and resource requirements. There are many dissimilarities between the
USCG and CBP, however, a thorough review of CBP may provide unique approaches to
an institutionalized program that links assignment, promotions and performance
evaluation with organizational mission success.
Conclusion
The USCG officer corps provides a valuable service to the nation. This study
explored the definition of the USCG officer corps profession, the current processes and
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systems used to administer and manage the organization, as well as the organizations
successes and the areas within the officer corps in need of improvement. Several theorists
conclude that a professional organization must continue to grow and learn within its
expertise. Remaining experts in their chosen field ensures, USCG officer professional
military education would ensure the trust and confidence of their client remains intact.
Dr. Youngman’s study provides a fitting conclusion to this study. Drawing upon
the USA as an example, she remarked that the USA transformation initiatives focused on
the development of officer strategic competencies earlier in an officers career.192 Further,
the USA identified officer competencies encompassing systems governance, and cultural
perspectives that helped to reshape the USA officer competencies and reaffirm the basic
principles of the profession.193 Dr. Youngman’s study, as discussed, centered on the most
senior USCG leaders. This fact alone validates the need for a continuum of professional
education within the USCG officer corps.
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GLOSSARY
A School. Entry level training for enlisted members.
C school. Advanced training within a specialty; both officer and enlisted attend.
Group. Outdated term used to identify geographically oriented USCG operational unit
responsible for Maritime Law Enforcement (recreational boating, fisheries
enforcement, aids to navigation, search and rescue, and marine events).
Marine Safety Office (MSO). Outdated term used to identify geographically oriented
USCG operational unit responsible for Captain of the Port Statutory authority
including Marine Inspections of commercial vessels, pollution response and
Regional Exam Center oversight.
Road show. A training event conducted by a training team held onsite at a field unit vice
the training center
Sector. A geographically oriented USCG operational unit responsible for all USCG
missions within the geographic boundary
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APPENDIX A
USCG OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT (O3 and O4)
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Source: U.S. Coast Guard, Officer Evaluation Report (OER), CG-5310B, February 2009,
http://www. uscg.mil/psc/opm/opm3/digital-signatures.asp (accessed 23 April 2011).
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APPENDIX B
USA OFFICER EVALUATION FORM
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Source: U.S. Army, Officer Evaluation Report, DA Form 67-9, March 2006,
https://armypubs.us.army /eforms/pdf/A67_9.pdf/ (accessed 23 April 2011).
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APPENDIX C
DATA SETS PERMITTED TO BE VIEWED BY USCG PROMOTION BOARDS

Source: U.S. Coast Guard, Documents Viewed by Coast Guard Officer Promotion and
Special Boards, Commandant Instruction 1410.2 (Washington, DC: Government Printing
Office, July 2006).
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Source: U.S. Coast Guard, Record of Professional Development, CG 4082, February
2010, http://www. uscg.mil/forms/cg/cg4082.pdf (accessed 23 April 2011).
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APPENDIX D
USA CGSC COURSE OVERVIEW

Source: U.S. Army, SGA Briefing 11-01v3, July 2010, slide 26, https://blackboard1.
leavenworth.army.mil/webapps/portal/frameset.jsp?tab_tab_group_id=_2_1&url=%2Fwe
bapps%2Fblackboard%2Fexecute%2Flauncher%3Ftype%3DCourse%26id%3D_283_1%
26url%3D (accessed 23 April 2011).
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Source: U.S. Army, SGA Briefing 11-01v3, July 2010, slide 28, https://blackboard1.
leavenworth.army.mil/webapps/portal/frameset.jsp?tab_tab_group_id=_2_1&url=%2Fwe
bapps%2Fblackboard%2Fexecute%2Flauncher%3Ftype%3DCourse%26id%3D_283_1%
26url%3D (accessed 23 April 2011).
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